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foreword
The occasion of AMSA’s Golden Jubilee merits the release of this special edition of the AMSA Bulletin, coincident with the opening of the Golden Jubilee AMSA Conference, at Jupiter’s Casino on Queensland’s Gold Coast,
from July 07 to July 11, 2103.
This Golden Jubilee edition of the AMSA Bulletin has been distinctively created to record highlights of the
“first 50 years” of AMSA, to indicate changes that have occurred in the role the AMSA Board has played in
Policy development and to encourage discussion on “highlights of our first 50 years”.
Review articles of the “first 20 years of AMSA” by founding member, the late Professor Jim Thomson and of
the most recent 30 years by Professor Lynnath Beckley and Dr. Fred Wells, together with the range of issues
highlighted by Associate Professor Sabine Dittmann in her “President’s Letter”, provide a framework upon which
we can each build our own experiences to personalise the content of this copy of the Bulletin, to which we will
often refer throughout the 21st Century.
It is an excellent compilation to encourage discussion between the experienced and younger members of
AMSA, and highlights the significance AMSA has always demonstrated, to encourage Student Membership and
their active participation in all of its activities.
Modern technologies and environmental concerns combine to recommend that electronic versions of the
Bulletin replace the traditional paper copies, but I suspect that paper copies of this special edition of the Bulletin
will be in favour to facilitate the addition of comments, as we join to recall - even debate - the highlights of the
first 50 years of AMSA, at the Gold Coast, this July.
When one looks back to 1963, there were many features of our life which have undergone significant change
- some as basic as the change to decimal currency in 1966 - but our emphasis will be on the “marine” and each
of us will have different priorities. It has been a remarkable 50 years in Tertiary Education - in 1963, Australia
had only 10 accredited Universities; today we have 41 (some of which were Colleges or Institutes in 1963, and
before). There was no Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS); there was no Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority (GBRMPA) and there was no Marine Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The word “genomics” had not
been suggested and the achievement of genome sequencing, a “dream away”.
The use of satellites for Sea Surface Temperature measurements and for measurement of chlorophyll levels in
coastal waters was yet to be introduced, and the detailed characteristics of major currents, such as the Leeuwin
Current, not known.
SCUBA diving was in its infancy, as was the use of Remotely Operated Vessels.
There are many more examples in all fields of Marine Science.
The next 50 years will be no less exciting, and no less revealing, as scientists and technologists combine
knowledge and resources to increase knowledge and wisely apply that knowledge for sustainable human
benefit, and for protection of our oceans.
The next 50 years will be no less exciting, and no less revealing, as scientists and technologists combine
research efforts and resources to increase knowledge and wisely apply that knowledge for sustainable human
benefit, and for protection of our Oceans.
Those 50 years will reveal the interactions and interdependencies of non-living and living species, macro-and
micro.
Whereas AMSA was “founded out of an act of defiance” (see President’s letter) it will be increasingly invigorated in the next 50 years by cross-disciplinary collaborations.
Administratively, and functionally, we will have to take advantage of the recent Integrated Marine and Coastal
Regionalisation of Australia (IMCRA) and, at the same time, show that AMSA can build and maintain effective
and efficient links - science to science; science to Government; science to industry; and science to society.
AMSA must adapt, grow and show that the “tyranny of distance that has affected so many aspects of Australian life” (see Beckley and Wells) can be overcome, not only on land, but though the even more remote areas
and volumes of our vast marine EEZ.
We, in and through AMSA, should enter these next golden decades with confidence and commitment.

Prof Joe Baker AO OBE FTSE FRACI
Founding member of AMSA, Past President of the
AMSA Council and Inaugural Patron of AMSA.

The first words appearing in the newly created Bulletin by
inaugural secretary Jim Thomson.

It is not intended that this bulletin should be a means of imparting formal
information of association business. We hope that it will become a medium for the
exchange of news and views so that the members become informed of current activities
in the marine sphere. Information on activities in various centres is included in this
number but no attempt is made to detail the work of the CSIRO Division of Fisheries
and Oceanography as that will be the theme of the congress to be associated with the
inaugural meeting to be held in Cronulla next May.
Cronulla in May has been chosen because a number of university staff from various
States will be visiting then with their students attending the annual school for senior
ecology students.
The inaugural meeting at Cronulla will adopt a constitution and decide on the
policies which will guide the association during its early years. As is to be expected,
opinions differ on several matters. Whether membership should be restricted purely
to qualified scientists or whether is should be placed in the widest bases to include
naturalists, institutions and business firms as does the Marine Biological Association
of the United Kingdom, is one of the matters which will be resolved by adoption of the
appropriate clauses of the constitution. A constitution is only a skeleton for the living
organism we hope our association will be. But just as the skeleton to a large extent
determines the external morphology of an animal so our constitution may determine our
'look' and even our viability. So we trust the views of as many people as possible will
be presented during our discussions in Cronulla.
The committee would welcome letters to the editor expressing views on the Assocation
or on marine research; any items (brief please) on current marine topics will be gladly
received.
Dr James Thomson
Inaugural Secretary, 1963
Cronulla, Sydney
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editorial

To edit and produce this historic Bulletin was a joy. On
the previous page you will find the first words published in
the AMSA Bulletin (back then just a newsletter) by the inaugural secretary, James Thomson. On the following pages you
can enjoy reading excerpts of past letters, reports and articles
that have explored, much more floridly than I ever could, the
activities and thoughts of Australian marine science from a
bygone age.
You will notice that the Bulletin has changed somewhat.
This transformation was started last issue and will continue
for some time. We are blatantly trying to get your attention.
Since the change to digital distribution, many people have
simply stopped reading the Bulletin. There is, for example, an
ingrained hesitance to open digital attachments tacked onto
an email. For this reason, the Bulletin has been streamlined.
You now receive a Contents page within the text of an email,
with the choice to link to an article if something catches
your eye. Combining our Bulletin with some new fangled
publishing technology, we can present to you all the content
in high resolution, without the need to download anything!
Of course if you would like to download it, there will always
be a link for that too.
I hope you enjoy this Bulletin as much as I enjoyed
making it.

© Pennelope Ajani
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Lynnath Beckley
Lynnath Beckley is a Professor of Marine
Science at Murdoch University. She has
been on the AMSA Council for a decade
and served as national President from
2010-2012. Now, in the role of Immediate
Past President, she has recently dedicated
considerable time to reading many old AMSA
Bulletins and collating information about
AMSA’S illustrious past.

Chris Smalley
Chris, a marine zoologist from years ago,
is a former staffer of the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority. There he developed
an interest in corporate governance. He was
AMSA’s Secretary earlier this millennium and
recently worked on the controlled entities of
James Cook University. Also, he scribes for
selection panels through the firm Recruitment Management Company. At other
times, he is ‘retired’.

Gina Newton

Dr Gina Newton is a Past President of
AMSA and a Board member of the Australian
Association of Maritime Affairs. She has a
PhD in Coastal Ecology; and a Masters in
Science Communication. Gina has worked for
over 20 years with the Australian Government’s public sector, in fisheries, environmental reporting, climate change, and aquatic
biodiversity conservation. Gina is also a
published children’s book author.

Inke Falkner

Dr Inke Falkner is an established marine
scientist and science communicator at the
Sydney Institute of Marine Science. She
graduated with a PhD from the University of
Sydney, where she investigated reproduction
of sea urchins in a changing climate. Since
then she has focussed on marine education
and outreach, first at the Institute of Marine
Science at Sydney University, and now at
SIMS.

Kimberly Millers
Kimberley is PhD candidate at the
University of Melbourne. Her research interests focus on management and conservation.
Kimberley incorporates quantitative ecology,
population dynamics, applied ecological
modelling, and marine management. Her
PhD thesis focuses on assessing, monitoring
and management of the invasive seastar,
Asterias amurensis in Victoria.

contributors

To highlight the
importance of our 50-year
Jubilee, we decided you
should have something
tangible to keep. So
hopefully you are reading
this on actual, glistening,
old-fashioned paper. And
hopefully your Golden
Seahorse magnet is taking
pride of place on your
fridge, filing cabinet or, in
Luke Hedge
my case, mini-bar. I can
Bulletin Editor
no longer grab a drink
2013
without being stared
down by a shimmering golden syngnathid.

president’s letter
When AMSA
was founded out of
an act of defiance1,
none of the inaugural members would
have anticipated
the success story
they launched. In
the early 1960’s
the time had come
to be proud and
outspoken as
marine scientists in
this country. Fifty
Sabine Dittmann
years on, AMSA is
President of AMSA
a thriving associa2013
tion, fulfilling the
representation of marine scientists and achieving
the promotion of marine sciences in Australia, the
exchange of information between those concerned
with marine science and the engagement in public
debate where we have specialist’s knowledge.
AMSA’s objectives, enshrined in our Constitution,
have stood the test of time and helped us focus
on advancing marine sciences in Australia. This
jubilee edition of the Bulletin is taking you on a
walk through time, a collation of historical records
and anecdotes over the decades, mixed with current
issues.
Looking at the records, some old themes in
marine sciences are still part of the recent agenda.
Where will marine research in Australia go in the
coming years? How can AMSA continue to contribute to the developments? I offer some reflection
here, which is also meant to stimulate further
discussion within AMSA on these matters.
From very early on, the AMSA Councils considered a strong membership as essential for influ-

encing governments1. With around 1000 members
in recent years, AMSA has a large constituency of
marine researchers and is Australia’s peak body
providing independent representation of the wider
marine community in national oceans and science
policy debates. Membership numbers have increased
over the decades, but also fluctuate within each
year, as renewals are not always on time. Council
has considered this and will suggest a more flexible
individual membership cycle at the coming AGM.
AMSA is not discipline specific, and our
members have expertise in areas such as ecology,
taxonomy, fisheries, physical and chemical oceanography and increasingly also biotechnology. AMSA
is holding occasional joint conferences with other
professional marine societies, and we are also
formally tied together with other societies in the
Aquatic Cluster of ‘Science and Technology Australia’. Each marine society differs in its agenda and
constituency and has a justified and proud presence.
Yet, could we gain influence and member benefits
by further alliances? As a new national governance
of marine sciences in Australia has been proposed2,
joint representation may be worth exploring. How
could we strengthen an encompassing and independent representation of the Australian marine
sciences community?
Throughout its history, AMSA had a voice on
national matters for marine science policy, and
was often a driving force for developments. In the
1970s, AMSA was invited by the Academy of Science
to nominate a member to the Australian National
Committee on Oceanography (ANCOR)1. AMSA
started to be pro-active in approaching higher levels
of government in suggesting a stronger joint body
to advance marine sciences, an endeavour that is
ongoing, re-iterated in our letter to the Academy last
year for a National Committee on Marine Sciences.
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AMSA’s publication “Towards a National Marine
Science Policy for Australia” in 1997 was influential in underpinning the Oceans Policy, and the
team collating it has to be highly commended for
their leadership and foresight. Many of the recommendations still reverberate in the current debate
on marine science policy and governance2. One of
the recommendations in the 1997 publication was
a network of marine research stations as a national facility and recently several members, together
with Council, resumed discussing AMSA’s role in
fostering such a network that could also link into
the World Association of Marine Stations. Since
2004 AMSA has had a place initially on the Federal
Government’s Oceans Policy Advisory Group
(OPSAG) and subsequently on its National Oceans
Advisory Group (NOAG).
In 1969, the then president of AMSA, Reg Sprigg,
identified the growing resource demand and associated assessments as the greatest challenge and
opportunity for marine sciences, spurred by technological advancement3. Not only fisheries resource
exploitation, but also oil and gas reserves in the
seafloor as well as pharmaceuticals from marine
organisms were seen as drivers for innovation and
employment in marine sciences. The themes he
raised in his speech centre around exploitation of
the wealth from the seas and are still very topical,
now referred to as “Blue Economy” 2.
Marine research has become increasingly dependent on industry links for funding, employment and
infrastructure. These linkages have provided for a lot
of novel approaches and gained fundamental insight
into the seas surrounding our continent. What
would be the effects on marine research in Australia
should the boom in fossil fuels cease or slow? Will
we have expertise and capabilities that are versatile

© Mariana Mayer Pinto
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enough to address other questions should the focus
shift? CO2 levels in the atmosphere were around
320 ppm when AMSA was founded and exceeded
400 ppm recently; foreboding that the effects and
mitigation of climate change may become a more
pressing issue for sciences and society than already
anticipated. Are we asking the right questions yet
regarding climate change effects on the oceans and
coastal zones? Sprigg3 spoke of over-population
when the human population reached 3 billion in the
early 1960’s, but it exceeded 7 billion people 50 years
later. The need for food stocks from the oceans has
accelerated, focussing research and policy demands
on sustainable use of living marine resources. Do we
have appropriate experimental tools to assess cumulative impacts on marine ecosystems? Given all these
pressures, are there opportunities left for descriptive
studies, given that we still miss a baseline for much
of Australia’s marine biodiversity, or for making
unexpected discoveries?
Australia has invested heavily in marine research
capabilities with funding for a new research vessel
and the Integrated Marine Observing System
(IMOS). Throughout its history, AMSA has articulated the need for facilities for marine research1, 4.
AMSA has provided strong support for infrastructure, and has many members which have benefitted
from having access to data generated through IMOS.
With financially tight times ahead, the maintenance,
operability and extension of such infrastructure to
meet current and future demands by the scientific
community as well as further marine stakeholders
is at risk. The challenge extends to the research
workforce, as scientific and technical personnel are
increasingly employed on short-term contracts,
which create insecurity and can restrict continuity
in expertise. We heard from our members about
many job losses recently, and are not only concerned
about their professional future, but also about the

signal that it sends to the coming generation of
marine scientists. Council will embark on an update
of AMSA’s document on “Careers in marine science”,
and members seeking to contribute should contact
Council.
The way we conduct marine research has tremendously changed over the decades, as articles in this
Bulletin and a talk during the forthcoming conference will illustrate. The marine environment has
become more accessible and explorable, yet many
oceanic realms are still beyond reach. Meanwhile,
the bureaucratic requirements of permit applications
and safety regulations have exploded, and compliance becomes a challenge even for the most passionate process devotees. Having said this, safety is in
all our own interests, and AMSA contributes to the
development of safety guidelines such as for scientific diving.
In 1969, Sprigg3 also identified the need for
conservation as marine resources are exploited, but
could not foresee the developments leading to the
need for protecting marine biodiversity and threatened ecosystems5. Since the 1970’s, AMSA was articulating concerns about mitigating human impacts
and developed guidelines on marine parks. Our
position paper and statement on marine parks as
well as the numerous submissions from AMSA state
branches and through Council have been influential
in bringing the voice of science into the political
process for MPA establishment. With a growing
body of research findings pertaining to marine
reserves, as well as introduced marine species, we
seek to consolidate our position papers with the
latest scientific findings and inform the public
debate. We are calling on members with respective
expertise to join in to accomplish these updates.
To cite Sprigg3 again: “Obviously marine scientists must communicate more often and more direct-

ly with the public, or risk their financial support and
sympathy”. Communication remains topical today,
and many marine scientists undertake media training and present their findings at public seminars or
to government agencies. Council has also considered
stronger involvement in national endeavours as
outlined by the “Inspiring Australia” initiative. To
achieve this improved information exchange, including the use of social media, Council is also seeking
to set up a communication sub-group.
AMSA has come a long way, and thanks to
the initiatives and hard work of past and present
Councils and members, in particular also state
branches with their activities, AMSA contributed
to the success story of marines sciences in Australia. To stay on course and fulfil its mission, AMSA
continues to need strong and active involvement
from members, particularly on branch committees
and the national Council, and invites nominations.
A final big thanks goes to Luke and all others who
contributed with tremendous passion to this jubilee
edition.
Happy birthday, AMSA!

Assoc Prof. Sabine Dittmann
AMSA President 2013
Adelaide, Australia

1 ‘The Early Years’, this issue.
2 OPSAG Marine Nation 2025: Marine Science to Support Australia’s Blue
Economy. http://www.aims.gov.au/opsag
3 Reg Sprigg, 1969 Presidential address to the AMSA annual conference 1969
Kangaroo Island
4 ‘Our Modern History’, this issue.
5 ‘Protecting the Giants’, this issue.
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In 1984 Jim Thompson took it upon himself
to write a short history on the formation,
and early years, of the Australian Marine
Sciences Association. What he uncovered
is unique story of an association born out
frustration with the status quo. From a
small group of 43 people in 1962, AMSA
has grown
to be the
authoritative
voiceto write a short hisIn 1984
Jim Thomson
took
it upon himself
Marineand
Science.
We happily
toryofonAustralian
the formation,
early years,
of the Australian Maessay forWhat
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rinereprint
SciencesJim’s
Association.
uncovered is a unique story
of an association born out frustration with the status quo.
From a small group of 43 people in 1962, AMSA has grown
to be the authoritative voice of Australian Marine Science. We
happily reprint {most of} Jim’s essay for all to enjoy!

© Deposit Photos
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O

ur Association might never have been
formed, or at least not constituted as early
as it was, had it not been for the refusal
of the Ecological Society of Australia to
include a marine section in their forthcoming conference in 1962. This so incensed the marine biologists
present when the matter was debated that they called a
meeting of interested persons and a formative meeting
of 43 people met in August 1962 to adopt a resolution
to form an Australian Association of Marine Scientists.
An interim committee was set up to draft a constitution and to arrange an inaugural meeting. Those
present agreed that those persons who joined the Association by the date of the inaugural meeting should be
regarded as Foundation Members.
The interim committee consisted of:
•
•
•
•

Chairman: Dr Geoffrey Kesteven
Secretary: Dr Jim Thomson
Treasurer: Dr John Yaldwyn
Members: Professor Bill Stephenson and Miss
Isobel Bennett

The Inaugural Meeting was held at the CSIRO laboratories, Cronulla, on Saturday, May 18th 1963 and set
the pattern for future meetings by associating with it a
program of presented scientific papers. Although by no
means all were able to be present on that historic occasion, the Association had 130 Foundation Members,
including four overseas members. Dr (later Sir) Frederick Russell, then Director of the Plymouth Marine
Laboratory; Dr John Gulland of the Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft (later of FAO); Professor V.J. Chapman,
University of Auckland, and Professor George Knox,
Canterbury University.
The meeting adopted a constitution of some 16
clauses and elected the first Council of the Association: President: Dr Geoffrey Kesteven Vice-President: Prof. Bill Stephenson Secretary: Dr Jim
Thomson Treasurer: Dr John Yaldwyn Councillors:
Mrs Hope Macpherson, Dr Ernest Hodgkein, and Dr
Brian Womersley.
That first meeting decided to hold AMSA annual
general meetings in association with ANZAAS
congresses because ANZAAS attracted greater
numbers of scientists than any other occasion. An
exception was to be made when ANZAAS was held in
New Zealand.
Many people have given time to the affairs of the
Association over the years, but the members partic-

ularly owe debts of gratitude to those who have
organised the remarkably successful series of conferences. The formal work of the Association falls on all
members of the Council but particularly on the officers
who are President, Secretary and Treasurer.
The first few Councils of AMSA concentrated on
building up the membership because it was considered
that neither governments nor influential scientific
bodies would give credence to our representations until
we could rightfully claim to represent the views of the
majority of Australian marine scientists. From the start
marine biologists have dominated the membership
which is quite understandable because there are more
of them than any other category of marine scientist
in Australia. Nevertheless there was a conscious effort
in the early years of the Association to ensure that
the conference programs included items of interest to
geologists and oceanographers.
When the Australian Society for Limnology started
up, AMSA did suggest that the two bodies might amalgamate as aquatic science was a common bond, but
the idea did not appeal to the limnologists, who might
well have feared being swamped by the larger number
of marine scientists. At the inaugural meeting of the
Association the members present expressed the wish
that AMSA should consist, predominantly, of persons
active in research, but persons in positions to influence
marine research were to be admitted by consent of the
Council. Originally there were four classes of membership: Ordinary, Student, Institutional and Honorary
Life. A fourth group, Sustaining Members, were added
some years later in a search for increased support from
industry.
Honorary Life Membership is in recognition of
distinguished marine research or for meritorious
service to the Association. The only such award made
by AMSA has been to Elizabeth Pope, who was editor
of the Newsletter between 1965 and 1968.

Meetings
The inaugural meeting was planned to be a one-day
affair, but so many papers were offered that it was
expanded to two days setting the pattern for some
years ahead. In more recent years the meetings have
expanded to three days, following complaints from
members that insufficient time was available for discussion in the two-day format as more and more members
took the opportunity to present papers. Meetings have
been held in many interesting spots [see ‘Our Modern
History’, this issue, for a full list of conference locations. ed.]
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Reg Sprigg
emerging from
his diving bell
©Sprigg Family Collection

Some years before the Tutukaka meeting the New
Zealand Association invited our members to join in
their meeting at Kaikoura, before ANZAAS met in
Christchurch. In the event only six members managed
to attend the interesting meeting in a beautiful township.

AMSA publications
The AMSA Newsletter, later the Bulletin, was the
first publication produced by the Association even
before the inaugural meeting by request of those
members attending the formative meeting. It was
intended to keep members informed about activities in
marine science in Australia.
The first number appeared in January, 1963. There
were three issues in 1970 which were entitled simply
“Australian Marine Science” but this did not find
favour with the membership who settled however for
the Australian Marine Sciences Bulletin. In response
to concerns by some members a very early number of
the Newsletter stated that this was not be regarded as
a “publication” for the purposes of the International
Rules of Nomenclature; whether such a declaration has
force has yet to be tested. After the first conference it
became the practice to publish abstracts of the papers
given.
One number was given over entirely to papers on
a symposium on the concept of “niche” in the marine
zone. Otherwise the Bulletin and Newsletter have
been used to convey news of activities of individuals
and of branches as well as reports from Council. The
amount of material that appears in a number reflects
the amount of time the editor has been able to devote
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to its production, for, despite frequent appeals to the
membership for material, the bulk of most numbers
are written, or at least abstracted by the Editor.
The issue published in January 1979 was numbered
No 64 + 65 to compensate for the late production of the
bulletin that should have appeared in the last quarter of
1978.
The Seahorse motif appeared on the cover of the
first Newsletter and except for three numbers in 1970
has appeared ever since, although the current version is
slimmer than the pot-bellied variety that adorned the
cover for the first six years. From time to time the Association has debated changing the Bulletin into a journal
publishing quality research papers; but the majority of
members have repeatedly taken the view that there are
plenty of journals available for publication and that they
want a Bulletin of the type the Association has.
The first ten issues of the Newsletter were sponsored
by the CSIRO Division of Fisheries & Oceanography;
after that the cost had to be borne by the members’
subscriptions plus occasional advertising.
At the first Annual General Meeting, held in Canberra in January, 1964, the Association asked Brian Newell
to prepare a leaflet “Careers in Marine Science”. Illustrated by Robert Ingpen this pamhplet proved to be very
popular. FAO took 3,000 copies to distribute in overseas
countries. It has been reprinted several times. At the
same meeting members expressed the view that a directory of Australian Marine Sciences was needed and the
secretary of the time, Jim Thomson, offered to prepare
it. It finally appeared in 1967 and a number of versions
have followed.

The meeting also decided that the Association
should publish a series of memoirs on the Australian
marine fauna, some to be of the type of the LMBC
Memoirs and others to be on Australian marine
ecosystems.
At one stage the subcommittee handling publications had plans for 12 handbooks, but only three have
ever appeared. Even if intending authors had produced
the manuscripts it is doubtful whether the Association
could have afforded to publish them. Despite financial
help from a number of marine business firms the few
Handbooks produced, particularly the second, put the
Association’s finances into a precarious position for a
number of years.
•

AMSA Handbook No. 1 was by Dr A.D. Albani
“Recent Foraminiferida of the central coast of
New South Wales”, appearing in February 1968.

•

AMSA Handbook No. 2 was by Dr M. Whitfield on “Ion selective electrodes for the analysis
of natural waters”

•

AMSA Handbook No. 3 was again by Dr
Albani entitled - “Recent Foraminifera of New
South Wales”

The Branches
Between conferences the only links that the majority of members have with the Association are the
Newsletter and the local branches. In the early days

of the Association, the states had active branches, and
Queensland soon had two, one in Brisbane and the
other in Townsville. The success of a branch depended
very much on the enthusiasm of those in office; interest
has waxed and waned and some branches have been
non-functional for various periods of time. Probably the
Western Australian and South Australian branches have
been more continuously active than the other branches.
They have been particularly active in expressing their
views on management in the marine zone. New South
Wales had a period when coastal pollution and the need
for marine parks were absorbing topics.
As happens with all organisations with a branch
structure there have been occasional strains between
Council and the branches, usually over the degree of
freedom that branches might have to speak in the name
of AMSA and whether Council should provide any
funding for branches.
Whatever the level of activity of the branches one
function they have all performed remarkably well,
namely the organisation of the conferences which are
the stimulus to continued membership. By the third
annual general meeting, the Association was offering the
Student’s Prize for the best paper delivered at the conference by a student member, and a few years later the idea
of the student travel awards came into being.

Representing Marine Scientists
The Association’s first attempt to influence an
outside body was not conspicuously successful. Back

Every minutes, correspondence, Bulletin, brochure and letter since
1963 has been meticulously kept in the CSIRO Vault in Hobart
Tasmania
©AMSA
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in the 60’s the only consolidated source of information
about overseas conferences was a periodic circular issued by the office of the Academy of Science.
Members of the Association complained at an annual
general meeting that a good proportion of these meetings had already been held by the time the information
reached them. Council suggested to the Academy ways
to speed up the dissemination of the information. One
gets the feeling from reading this old correspondence
that the Academy regarded the AMSA Council as a
group of young upstarts teaching their seniors to suck
eggs and that the Council looked on the Academy
as a group of senile scientists who seemed unable to
comprehend AMSA’s concern.
Although nothing much came of this first exchange
it did draw our existence to the notice of the Academy
and some years later, in 1971, the Academy invited
AMSA to nominate a member to the Australian
National Committee on Oceanography (ANCOR), an
invitation was repeated in subsequent years.
The AMSA conference in Melbourne in 1970 was
the first to attract a large number of people from industry and government departments with the associated
symposium on Pollution. From that time on a number
of industrial concerns and government agencies have
encouraged members of their staff to attend AMSA
conferences.
At the 1971 Annual General Meeting in Brisbane,
concern was expressed at the lack of facilities for
marine research in Australia, which stimulated Council
to make the first of what were to be many approaches
to government. The new President, Dr Frank Talbot,
was requested to write to the Prime Minister on the
subject, which he duly did. A reply was received from
Doug Anthony as Acting Prime Minister. The nature of
his reply suggested to Council that specific proposals
were more likely to receive government attention than
general complaints about the lack of facilities.
By 1973 Council was making the first of several
proposals to the Minister for Science for the creation of
a National Council for Marine Science, to involve the
Academy, AMSA, universities, Industry, CSIRO and
Commonwealth and state agencies. This has not yet
been achieved despite support from elsewhere in the
community but may have helped in the formation of
AMSTAC at a later date. In 1974 the Council made a
submission to OECD requesting an investigation into
the needs of marine science in Australia. A section on
this topic was included in the OECD report and the
Minister of Science invited AMSA, among others, to a
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meeting to discuss the recommendations.
The following year AMSA was invited to comment
on the report of the Interim Council of the Australian
Institute of Marine Science (the so-called Day Report).
Later in the years members of Council met ASTEC and
the Minister for Science to discuss the need to develop
a national policy for marine science. That same year
AMSA published guidelines for the development of
underwater parks and reserves in Australia. Also by
resolution of the previous Annual General Meeting
working parties were set up to consider the Law of the
Sea, the possible establishment of an Australian Tidal
Institute, safety rules for SCUBA diving, the availability
of research facilities, and the protection and management of estuaries and estuarine wetlands. In due course
statements were published and sent to relevant government departments.
In 1977 the Council was invited to comment on
proposals for the Great Barrier Reef Park. In 1979
Council wrote to the Prime Minister supporting the
emphasis given to marine science in the recently
published ASTEC report, particularly the proposal to
set up AMSTAC. Later that same year a submission
was made to the Senate Standing Committee which
was studying marine science in Australia. Council also
wrote to the Australian Biological Resources Survey
urging attention to the Australian marine fauna and
flora.
In 1981 AMSA joined with others in unsuccessfully
seeking to have the laboratories at Cronulla, shortly to
be evacuated by CSIRO, made into a national facility
for marine science or at least as a regional laboratory.
Also in that year representatives of AMSA participated
in a meeting of non-governmental agencies arranged
by the Australian National Commission for UNESCO
to discuss future UNESCO plans.
In 1982 the Academy of Sciences invited AMSA
to take part in a workshop to examine research in the
history of science with a view to producing a bicentenary volume on Science in Australia. In 1983 Council
commented on the draft Discussion Paper on the
National Conservation Strategy for Australia, particularly drawing attention to the inadequate recognition
of the needs to conserve marine environments and
marine resources. AMSA was later represented at the
national conference held in Canberra to discuss the
revised draft. Also in 1983 AMSA was debating the
performance of AMSTAC.
The Prime Minister was informed that AMSA

supported an accelerated rate of declaration of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and he was also told
that AMSA agreed with the views of the Australian
Academy of Science about the freedom of access to
Australia for prominent scientists no matter what the
political tensions between the homeland and Australia. Once more the Minister of Science was urged to
develop a marine science and technology policy.
Such lobbying on behalf of marine science in
Australia is a legitimate function of the Association.
Some degree of tension is felt by government employees who may happen to be members of Council, but it
is expected that they can be objective in considering
the issues and it is to be hoped that their department
heads also see it that way.

Epilogue
The Association has been fortunate in the calibre
of the members who have served it on Council. As a
result of their actions AMSA is regarded as the legitimate voice of Australian Marine Scientists. We owe a
great debt to the many who have spared their time to
arrange the annual general meetings and associated
conferences.
I look forward to the second twelve years of the
Association with optimism. The first twelve have more
than fulfilled the hopes of those 43 people who met in
the formative meeting in 1963.

©Reg Sprigg Collection

© Shea Cameron
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Since it’s foundation in 1963 the
Australian Marine Sciences Association
has represented marine scientists of all
disciplines, ages, and institutions. In this
special issue of the Bulletin, two past
presidents dive into our modern history.

Feature

our

modern

history
1984-PRESENT
The history of the first two decades of the
Australian Marine Sciences Association
was very ably described in 1984 by one
of AMSA’s founding members, Dr Jim
Thomson. As AMSA moves towards
celebrating its first half century at the annual
conference on the Gold Coast in July 2013,
it is timely to bring the history up to date.
Two of AMSA’s most prominent leaders,
Prof. Lynnath Beckley and Dr Fred Wells
have spent the past few months delving
into the AMSA archives.

T
© Emma Birdsey

he past thirty years have been an exciting
time in the development of AMSA. Indeed,
the growth of the association has paralleled
the advancement and expansion of marine sciences
in Australia. As one example, in looking back on
those three decades, it is amazing to think that the
anomalous Leeuwin Current that dominates marine

processes off the western half of the continent was
only described in 1980 by George Cresswell and Terry
Golding. It is staggering that this 5,000 km long feature,
which now can be traced from its complex origins in
the north, down the entire west coast of the continent,
across southern Australia as far east as Bass Strait, was
so recently scientifically recognised.
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Membership of AMSA
generally comprise about a third of the membership
(Figure 2). Students receive discounted membership
rates and have reduced registration fees at the conferences. Over the years, substantial funds have been
allocated to student prizes and assisting students in
travelling to the annual conference in order to present
the results of their thesis research.

In keeping with the growth of marine sciences in
Australia, the membership of AMSA has increased,
and now hovers around 1,000 members from year to
year. There are members in all parts of Australia and
New Zealand, and a sprinkling in overseas countries
(Figure 1). AMSA has members in all disciplines of
marine science, but is still naturally dominated by
marine biologists, who comprise most of the marine
scientists in Australia. For some years (1985-2000), the
physical oceanographers met as a separate group but,
in recent years, they have merged back into the main
AMSA fold.

AMSA Council
National affairs of AMSA are conducted by the
annually elected Council. As a national organisation, AMSA has always maintained the practice of
encouraging a broad geographical and disciplinary
membership on the Council. In fact, although the
first AMSA Council was based in Sydney, it had three
members residing in other states: Hope Macpherson
from Victoria, Ernest Hodgkin from Western Australia
and Brian Womersley from South Australia. However,
because of the tyranny of distance that affects many
aspects of Australian life, it remained a fact that,
for practical matters, the Council was for many

Those scientists who maintain continuous membership of AMSA for forty years are granted honorary life
membership in recognition of their long association
with AMSA and, each year, a new cohort joins their
illustrious ranks (Table 1). Indeed in 2013, we will have
our first ever fifty year members!
One source of considerable pride for AMSA is the
encouragement it gives to student members and they

Fig. 1. The geographical distribution of AMSA Members (as of the Annual General
Meeting of July 2012). Total= 1028.
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years dominated by members from Sydney. Council
members from other states could receive notices of
meetings and write letters expressing opinions on key
issues, but could rarely attend Council meetings. The
distance issue has decreased considerably over time as
first, faxes and later, emails, conference calls and now
the internet have all assisted with communication. In
addition, with the relative decrease in airfares, AMSA
now provides limited financial support to help enable
Council members to attend meetings.

In the last 50 years there have been nearly 200
members that have ably served AMSA in various
Council portfolios. The Council is, in fact, the glue
that keeps AMSA functioning as a national body, and
without the voluntary work of these members, the
society would cease to exist. Some have served on
Table 1. List of members who maintained forty years of Council for periods of up to 20 years! AMSA sincerely
continuous AMSA membership. There were no 40 year appreciates the continuing efforts of members working
members in 2004, 2007 or 2008.
on Council and in the other aspects of running the
Association. The Council Executive members of the
Year
40 Year Members
past 50 years are listed in Table 2. It should be noted
2002
Alberto Albani, Joe Baker, Isobel
that, in terms of the constitution, AMSA Presidents are
Bennett, Raymond Brown, Albert
limited to a two-year term in office. It is pleasing to be
able to draw attention to several people who have made
Caton, Alan Cribb, Don Fielder, Jack
enormous personal contributions to AMSA. However,
Greenwood, Bruce Hamon, George
in doing so, we hasten to caution that this is not meant
Humphrey, Scoresby Shepherd,
to minimise the considerable efforts of many other
James Thomson, Jeannette Watson
people.

Fig. 2 Split of AMSA membership categories
as at the AGM in July 2012 ( n= 1028).

2003

John Lucas, Bruce Phillips, Dave
Pollard

2005

Ian Brown, Frank Talbot

2006

Rod Simpson, Alan Jones

2009

Loisette Marsh, Chris Smalley, Ross
Winstanley, Wolfgang Zeidler

2010

Ian Kirkegaard, Helene Marsh, Gary
Poore

2011

Pat Hutchings

2012

Rob Day, Neville Exxon, Ross Quinn

2013

Alan Butler, Penny Berents, Terry
Done, Bill McCormick, Richard
Thompson

Dr Kay Radway Allen was a leading scientist of his
generation and was head of what is now the CSIRO
Division of Marine & Atmospheric Research, from
which he retired in 1977. Following retirement, Kay
remained active on the AMSA Council for many years
and was awarded the AMSA Jubilee Prize in 1995 for
his career-long excellence in marine research. His
wife, Rosa, was Treasurer for 17 years, and together
they undertook countless tasks for AMSA. It was not
unusual to receive a short note from Rosa thanking
you for paying your annual subscription! Both were
made honorary life members of AMSA in recognition
of their considerable contributions to the Association.
Rosa and Kay were the major contributors to the
endowment fund that supports the Ron Kenny awards,
and then Kay generously left a bequest which is now
used to fund the annual AMSA Allen Award.
Following the retirement of Rosa from being
AMSA Treasurer (at the tender age of 84!), it rapidly
became apparent that a scientist working full time
was not able to undertake all of the tasks (including
membership) that were required. Accordingly, AMSA
provided some funds towards clerical assistance for
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Year

President

1963
1964

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Editor

Bill Stephenson
Geoffrey Kesteven

Bryan Womersley

Jim Thomson

Elizabeth Pope
John Yaldwyn

1965
1966
1967

Jim Thomson
Alan Carter

1968
1969

Reg Sprigg

Ernest Hodgkin

H.J. Robin

Bruce Campbell

Des Griffin

1970
1971

Peter Roy

Frank Talbot

Brian Newell

1972
1973
1974

C. Wallington
Alistair Gilmour

Kay Radway Allen

Des Griffin
Pat Dixon

Roger Braddock

1975
1976

Des Griffin

John Noye

Darwin Evans

1977
1978
1979

David Rochford

Don Anderson

Peter Young

1982
1983
1984

Norm Milward &
Ron Kenny

Joe Baker

1980
1981

Robert King

Rosa Allen

Stephen Brandt
Joe Baker

Kay Radway Allen

Jorg Imberger

Laurie Hammond

Phillip Gibbs

Ron Kenny

1985
1986
1987

Di Walker
Alan Dartnall

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Laurie Hammond

Jason Middleton

Helen Lew Ton

Rosa Allen
Jason Middleton

Meryl Williams

Wendy Craik

Peter Rothlisberg

Peter Rothlisberg

Craig Johnson

Vivienne Mawson

Stefica Andrijanic

Roland Pitcher

1994
1995

Craig Johnson

Alan Butler

Judy O’Neil

Alan Butler

John Keesing

Anne Brearley

Fred Wells

Ian Tibbetts

1996
1997
1998
1999

Mary Spehr

John Keesing

Maria Byrne

Maria Byrne

John Sherwood

John Sherwood

Gina Newton

2000
2001

Ron Gough

Jon Havenhand

Andea Mayfield
Jon Havenhand

Emma Johnston

2002
2003
2004
2005

Chris Smalley
Gina Newton

Fred Wells

Fred Wells

Anthony Boxshall

Narelle Hall

Megan Huggett

2006
2007

Patricia von
Baumgarten

2008
2009

Anthony Boxshall

Lynnath Beckley

Iain Field

2010
2011

Lynnath Beckley

Sabine Dittmann
Karen Miller

2012
2013

Claire Smallwood

Sabine Dittmann

Tim Lynch

Craig Styan

Luke Hedge

Date

1963
1964

Location

Cronulla NSW

Canberra ACT

1965

Eaglehawk Neck TAS

1967

Geelong VIC

1966
1968

Brisbane QLD

Perth WA

1969

Kangaroo Island SA

1971

Brisbane QLD

1970
1972

Melbourne VIC

Sydney NSW

1973

Rottnest Island WA

1975

Canberra ACT

1974
1976

Noosa Heads QLD

Paynesville VIC

1977

Christie’s Beach SA

1979

Tutukaka NZ

1978
1980

No conference

Glenelg SA

1981

Brisbane QLD

1983

Mandurah WA

1985

No conference

1987

Townsville QLD

1989

Wirrina SA

1982
1984
1986
1988

Sydney NSW

Geelong VIC

Hobart TAS

Sydney NSW

1990

No conference

1992

Mandurah WA

1991
1993

Brisbane QLD

Melbourne VIC

1994

Townsville QLD

1996

Hobart TAS

1995

Sydney NSW

Table 2. (previous page) Past and present AMSA
Council Executive and Bulletin Editors, from 1963 to
2013. Table is arranged in half yearly ‘blocks’.
Table 3. Dates and locations of AMSA conferences
(1963-2013).

the Treasurer and, over time the role grew. In late
1999, Narelle Hall, then of the Centre for Marine
Sciences at the University of Queensland, became
Treasurer and was paid on a part-time basis to deal
with AMSA subscriptions and membership matters.
She worked tirelessly, not only as Treasurer, but also
assisting the Bulletin editor, organising conferences,
maintaining the website and in many other ways.
In recognition, AMSA awarded her a Jubilee pin in
Hobart 2012 and sincerely appreciates her continuing
support of the Association in her current role as
a contracted business manager and professional
conference organiser.
At the 2007 annual conference in Melbourne,
AMSA acknowledged Professor Joe Baker AO, OBE,
FTSE, FRACI, CChem for a distinguished career and
contribution to marine science by awarding him the
honour of becoming the inaugural AMSA Patron.
During his 40+ years in marine science, Professor
Baker has been an inspirational leader of the Australian marine science community, mentored many key
figures in Australian science, and increased knowledge
about Australia’s marine biota. Joe has been very active
in AMSA, both before and after becoming Patron, and
his wisdom and knowledge of how to get things done
is still very much appreciated by Council and other
members.

1997

Auckland NZ

1999

Melbourne VIC

Branches

2001

Townsville QLD

2003

Brisbane QLD

As a large, sparsely populated country, it is not
possible for all the members to attend the annual
conference. Branches (constituent bodies) maintain
a key role in maintaining the focus of members on
AMSA activities and, on a rotational basis, each
year a branch provides the key members of the local
organising and scientific committees for the annual
AMSA conference. Branches can be organised as
regional organisations or by discipline. Aside from
the physical oceanographers and a group of chemists,
the branches have all been convened as regional
(usually state) bodies. Naturally, individual branches

1998
2000
2002
2004
2005
2006
2007

Glenelg SA

Sydney NSW

Fremantle WA
Hobart TAS

Darwin NT

Cairns QLD

Melbourne VIC

2008

Christchurch NZ

2010

Wollongong NSW

2012

Hobart TAS

2009
2011

2013

Adelaide SA

Fremantle WA

Gold Coast QLD

wax and wane over the years depending on enthusiasm and distribution of members but, at present,
AMSA is fortunate to have active branches in most
areas of the country (Figure 1).
The branches undertake a wide range of activities
and are often called upon to assist with science-based
solutions to marine issues in their geographical area.
Branches usually organise seminars on particular
topics, often when a visiting scientist is in town, and
some branches have organised state symposia that
have been up to two days in length and included
multiple sessions. Local symposia may also be on a
particular topic to provide a scientific basis for public
discussion on important marine issues (e.g., the
proposed construction of a desalination plant in one
of the South Australian gulfs). The student members
are also active in the branches and, for example, those
of the WA branch organise an annual student workshop at Rottnest Island. This provides an opportunity
for student members to present short talks on their
research, meet and socialise with students from the
other local universities and discuss career options
with representatives from government laboratories,
universities and private consulting companies.

AMSA publications and
communication
The Australian Marine Science Bulletin is the key
AMSA publication, and is now in its 190th issue. Over

the years, the hard working editors (Table 2) have
expanded it from a simple newsletter of a few pages
stapled together to a professional, full-colour layout
of about 40 pages. It provides information on a wide
range of marine science topics, covers many AMSA
activities, has a letter from the AMSA President,
Council minutes, reports of meetings of consequence
to AMSA members, notices of conferences, articles on
scientific diving, a list of new members and reports
from the various branches. With advances in technology over the last 50 years, the Bulletin is now produced
in electronic format, which allows it to be easily
distributed to members. Some copies are still published
as hard copies, primarily for formal registration
purposes and library holdings.
Careers in Marine Science was one of the early
AMSA publications and has been through a number of
print runs in which thousands of copies were printed
and distributed to students, teachers and others
seeking information on the various types of employment opportunities available in marine science in
Australia. During the 1990s and 2000s the booklet was
completely rewritten and updated and is now available
electronically from the AMSA website.
AMSA has made effective use of the advent of
computer technology and, since an early homepage
in 1995, has maintained a formal AMSA website
(www.amsa.asn.au). In addition to providing
information about AMSA, the website also serves as

AMSA Members enjoying the post
conference dancing in Hobart 2012

© Narelle Hall |AMSA
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our membership data-base and repository of much
institutional information. The website is currently
being re-developed for the Golden Jubilee! In addition,
since 2003 there has been a national communication
forum, AMSA list, which allows individual members
to rapidly exchange information with all other AMSA
members or with those in their specific branch.

AMSA Annual Conference
The AMSA annual conference has grown tremendously since the small inaugural meeting that was
held in Cronulla, New South Wales in 1963. Initially,
AMSA met the weekend prior to the conference of
the Australian and New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science but the meetings rapidly grew
large enough to stand on their own. The independent
AMSA annual conferences now routinely attract
between 300 and 400 delegates and have conference
themes, keynote speakers, several concurrent sessions,
posters and a lively social programme.
The conferences are held throughout Australia, with
all the capital cities of the various states hosting conferences in an irregular rotation (Table 3). The AMSA
conference has also been held in regional areas, such as
Geelong (1967 and 1984), Wirrina (1989), Mandurah
(1983 and 1992), Cairns (2006) and Wollongong
(2010). With the concentration of marine scientists in
Townsville, this regional city has been a venue for the
annual conference three times. The 2013 conference
will be on the Gold Coast and, in 2014, the conference
will be held for only the third time in Canberra.

As opportunities have arisen, AMSA has met with
other societies, such as with the Australian Coral Reef
Society in Townsville in 1994 and at the conference
in Sydney in 1995 a joint day was held with the
Malacological Society of Australia. The conference in
Darwin in 2005 was timed so AMSA members could
also attend the subsequent meeting of the Australian
Society for Fish Biology. The largest venture in holding
joint conferences was the meeting held in Cairns in
2006, where AMSA joined with the International
Society of Wetland Scientists for a successful joint
conference with 590 delegates.
A long term relationship has been established with
our sister society across the Tasman, the New Zealand
Marine Sciences Society. AMSA and NZMSS have
instituted a pattern of having joint conferences at
mutually convenient times, alternating between the
two countries. The first such meeting was held in Tutukaka, New Zealand, in 1979, but few AMSA members
were able to attend. A joint meeting in Auckland in
1997 had better attendance, and the two societies
met in Christchurch in 2008, with nearly 100 AMSA
members attending. The aftermath of the shocking
earthquake that devastated Christchurch in 2011 was
acutely felt by the AMSA members who had so much
enjoyed the conference and the city of Christchurch.
AMSA members have been pleased to welcome
NZMSS members to several AMSA conferences, most
recently the conference held in Hobart in 2012. We
look forward to future joint meetings with NZMSS.
As the AMSA conferences grew in size over the

The AMSA Bulletin has undergone several transitions since 1963. The original newsletter has been
transformed into a mainly digital magazine format. However, printed copies are still produced for
libraries, government and other individuals who still enjoy reading the printed word.
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Early on, AMSA formulated a code of
practice for scientific diving and by the
late 1980s had accumulated a register of
about 600 scientific divers operating in
Australia.

© Shea Cameron

decades, organising the meetings became infinitely
more complex. A meeting of 300 to 400 delegates
is much more difficult to organise than one for a
few dozen scientists! Not only have the numbers of
delegates expanded, but the demands for electronic
facilities for registration, payment, upload of abstracts
and sophisticated audio visual equipment for presentations have increased the skill sets required to manage a
large conference. In the early days, occasionally helping
to organise a scientific conference in one’s research
field was considered to be part of the job of a scientist.
In recent years, as budgets have become increasingly
constrained, jobs have been restricted more to core
functions and such outside activities have been
curtailed. This combination of outside influences has
resulted in AMSA relying increasingly on professional
conference organisers to manage the conferences with
associated increases in costs. Also, as the conferences
have grown they have outstripped the capabilities of
many universities, and there have been a number of
recent conferences organised in venues such as hotels,

conference centres and even casinos!
AMSA very much appreciates the long term, and
continuing, financial and other support for AMSA
conferences provided by key scientific organisations in
marine science such as the CSIRO Division of Marine
and Atmospheric Research, the Australian Institute of
Marine Science and Geoscience Australia.

Workshops
Over the years there have been many AMSA workshops, with some of the most successful being those
in a series of marine biological workshops (modelled
on the Hong Kong series) at a range of localities
around the country. The workshops had a simple but
highly effective format and involved a group of local
and international scientists converging at one locality
to examine the marine biota in detail. Much organisation of facilities, field equipment, vessels, vehicles,
local habitat knowledge, collecting equipment,
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Table 4. Winners of the AMSA Jubilee Award for
excellence in Australian marine research.
Year

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Winner
Shirley Jeffrey
Tony Underwood
Not awarded
William Dall
Patricia Mather
Bruce Hamon
Bryan Womersley
Kay Radway Allen
Charlie Veron
Scoresby Shepherd
Howard Choat
Stuart Godfrey
Jack Greenwood
Not awarded
Arthur McComb
John Lucas
Terry Hughes
June Olley
George Cresswell
Not awarded
Winston Ponder
Peter Nichol
Pat Hutchings
Graham Edgar
David Griffin

collecting permits, accommodation and meals are
required. The scientists worked on individual projects
in their field of expertise, or with colleagues on joint
research projects, and there are obvious synergies
in having a large group working concurrently in
the same place. Three years were allowed to prepare
papers, undertake peer review, and edit the material
into a volume documenting the collective efforts. The
WA branch of AMSA organised marine biological
workshops in Albany (1988), Rottnest Island (1991
and 1996), the Houtman Abrolhos Islands (1994), the
Dampier Archipelago (2000) and Esperance (2003).
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The NT branch of AMSA organised a workshop
in Darwin Harbour in 1993, and the southeast
Queensland branch held one at Moreton Bay in 2005.
Together, these workshops have provided considerable information on the marine biota of Australia,
with the publications totalling 13 volumes and over
5,000 pages of scientific information.

Representation on National marine
science issues
The Australian Marine Sciences Association
was established to advance marine science in the
country and is not a lobby group for particular issues
or purposes. However, as the largest grouping of
Australian marine scientists, AMSA members have
substantial expertise and collective wisdom in matters
pertaining to marine science and policy and seek to
use that expertise for the common good by providing
a sound scientific basis to public discussions. AMSA
Council can correspond directly with key national
political leaders to ensure scientific information is
made available in the appropriate venues.
AMSA was involved in the McKinnon marine
science review in the 1990s and lobbied hard for a
national marine science policy, simultaneously launching AMSA’s document to this effect in both Canberra
and Hobart in 1997. This led to the AMSA President
being invited to serve on a Ministerial Advisory Group
on Oceans Policy (MAGOP) and AMSA played an
important part in the subsequent development of the
national Ocean’s Policy and the Marine Science and
Technology Plan which were both launched in 1999
by the federal government. Subsequently, AMSA had a
seat on the National Oceans Advisory Group (NOAG)
and, in 2004, was invited to join the Ocean’s Policy
Scientific Advisory Group (OPSAG) where AMSA
has been the only non-agency member serving the
interests of marine scientists, especially those from
the university sector. Recent documents generated by
OPSAG include “A Marine Nation” (2009) and “Marine
Nation 2025; Marine Science to Support Australia’s
Blue Economy” (2013).
AMSA has been particularly active with respect to
the science of Marine Protected Areas. In 1975, AMSA
generated a set of guidelines for the protection of
underwater areas which was widely distributed. About
a decade later, a document on the selection of Marine
and Estuarine Protected Areas was prepared and, in
1991, AMSA produced a position statement on MPAs.
This position statement has been updated regularly
with the most recent version dated 2012 and available

Table 5 Winners of the AMSA Award for student
travel to an international conference.
* Since 2008 named the AMSA Allen Award and funded from

the Allen bequest.

1998

Winner
Regina Counihan
Jo-Anne Cavanagh and Paulina
Selvakumaraswarmy

1999

Naomi Parker, Anne Trevana and
Leslie Brooker

2000

Nathan Knott and Napur Smith

2001

Mary-Ann Lea

Year

1997

2002 Megan Watson and Claire Bennett
2003

Adam Pope and Brenda McDonald

2004

Rebecca McIntosh and Belinda
Thompson

2005

Krystyna Saunders

2006
2007
2008

Inke Faulkner
Alex Rattray
Alex Wyatt and Ben Pitcher

2009
2010
2011
2012

Jessica Andre
Kate Naughton
Emma Wilkie
Gareth Belton

on the AMSA website. With the recent roll out of the
National Representative System of Marine Protected
areas, AMSA has been very involved in responding
to government about regional marine plans including
a flurry of five submissions in 2012. In addition, the
various branches have been vigorously engaged in
MPA issues in state waters around the country.
For many years AMSA has been concerned about
the declining number of taxonomists in Australian
public institutions. These scientists provide critical
information on the marine biodiversity of the vast
Australian seas, an area that is larger than the continent of Australia itself. In this era of concern over

substantial biodiversity losses, declines in fisheries,
climate change, ocean acidification and the like, it is
the taxonomists who provide the critical information
on the species present in the various Australian marine
ecosystems. Yet, the present cohort of marine (and
other) taxonomists is nearing retirement. In fact, many
have already retired, though several individuals are still
actively researching their particular taxonomic groups.
As these individuals retire they are not replaced by
a new generation. This has led to a steady decline in
Australian taxonomic capability that has now become
critical. Unfortunately, AMSA’s considerable efforts in
this regard, which have included representation on the
National Biodiversity Council and a position paper for
OPSAG on marine taxonomy in the new millennium,
have not been able to help reverse this trend.
Scientific diving has been another matter that has
occupied AMSA for several decades. Early on, AMSA
formulated a code of practice for scientific diving and
by the late 1980s had accumulated a register of about
600 scientific divers operating in Australia. Nevertheless, scientific diving was deemed to fall under the
government’s national standards for commercial diving
but eventually after complex and lengthy negotiations
led by AMSA, specific scientific diving standards were
released (S2299.2). AMSA has provided a representative on the national SF 17 diving standards committee
since the 1990s. More recently, AMSA has dealt with
various health and safety regulations as they pertain to
scientific diving as well as proposed changes to boating
regulations.
Since 1986, a small proportion of the annual subscription of each AMSA member has been used for membership to Science and Technology Australia (STA ex FASTS)
that provides a national voice in Canberra for about
60,000 scientists. Along with the Australian Coral Reef
Society, the Australian Society for Limnology, Australasian Society for Phycology and Aquatic Botany and,
more recently, the Australian Society for Fish Biology,
AMSA is part of the aquatic cluster and, on a rotational
basis, serves as the representative of the group. Amongst
its various activities, STA organises an annual Science
meets Parliament gathering in Canberra that provides
opportunities for scientists to visit parliament and
personally meet and discuss marine issues with individual
parliamentarians. AMSA normally sends a senior scientist
and an early career scientist and they report back about
their experiences in the corridors of power via a report in
the AMSA Bulletin.
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Table 6. Recipients of the Ron Kenny Awards for student presentations at the annual AMSA conference.

Year
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Ron Kenny Award
Oral presentation
Ian Tibbetts
Shane Lavery
Not awarded
Ian Turner
Karen Parsons
Katrina Roper
Angela Grice
Guillermo Moreno
Geordie Clapin

David Carson and Carolyn
Barnett
Jane Williamson and Regina
Counihan
Vicki Barnaby and Jo Rush
Michael Noad, Melinda Coleman, Stuart Newman and K.
Wilton
Danielle Liubicich, Carolyn
Smith and Elizabeth O’Brien
Jeremy Shaw
Nick Paul and Conor Jones
Rebecca Habeeb
Rosemary Golding and Patrick
Lewis
Joanne Oakes
Kate Naughton
Peter Macreadie
Simon Hart
Jan Tebben
Kade Mills
Helena Baird
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Ron Kenny Award
Poster Presentation

Rocky de Nys
Not awarded
Not awarded
Scott Wilson
Not awarded
Ursula McCann
Ben Stobart
Paulina Selvakumaraswamy
Brett Glencross and Michael
Holloway
Toby Bolton and Liz Morris
Rachel Waters
Troy Gaston
Not awarded
Sharon Longford
Jonathan Werry
Nicola Fox
Rosemary Golding and Richard
Piola
Jessica Lee
Jana Guenther
Katie Robertson
Joanne Banks
Virginie van Dongen-Vogels
Helen Donald
Candice Wilson
Hailey Durrant

Awards
To commemorate its Silver Jubilee Year in 1988,
AMSA established an award for excellence in marine
research in Australia, known as the Jubilee Award. It
was introduced at the conference in Sydney in December 1988 and the inaugural winner was Dr Shirley
Jeffrey of CSIRO (Table 4). AMSA’s premier award is
presented to a scientist who has made an outstanding
contribution to marine research in Australia and is
bestowed at the AMSA annual conference when the
recipient presents a plenary talk to the conference.
Selection criteria include such aspects as the development of new insights into Australian marine environments and systems, the initiation of new fields of study
or applications, and the creation of techniques now
regarded as standard methods. Contributions to the
administration and promotion of marine science and
technology are not within the scope of the award.
In 2009, AMSA initiated a Technical Award to
recognize outstanding achievements in the field of technical support to marine science in Australia. This prize
serves to emphasize the valuable contribution made by
those who provide the technical and logistical support
services which make much marine research possible. To
date, Lyndsay Pender, Rod Watson and Matt Sherlock
have received this award.
AMSA instituted an annual travel award in 1996
to assist a post-graduate student to participate in an
international conference and present their results to
a broader audience and serve as an ambassador of
Australian marine science (Table 5). The competition
for this award is intense with about 15 applications each
year. Initially, the overseas travel award was funded
directly by AMSA and several institutional sponsors

until Kay Radway Allen generously left a bequest to
AMSA, the interest from which is now used to fund
most of the AMSA Allen Award.
Over the years, AMSA has provided considerable
and substantial prizes to students, generally based on
oral or poster presentations at the annual conference
(Table 6). Not only are the prizes much appreciated,
but the recognition is a key feature in the curriculum
vitae of a new graduate looking for that first job. The
premier student award at the annual conference is the
Ron Kenny Award (instigated in 1988), which honours
the late Associate Professor Ron Kenny of James Cook
University, for his long term work in support of AMSA,
in particular, his tireless editing of the AMSA Bulletin.
When the oceanographers returned to the main AMSA
fold in 2001, their accumulated funds were earmarked
to support an annual prize for oceanography named
after the late Peter Holloway. In the past decade there
has been a proliferation of other prizes, many of which
are specific to particular disciplines and these vary from
year to year. All student prize winners and the recipients of the AMSA Allen Award are expected to publish
short articles on their work in the AMSA Bulletin. The
issue in which these articles appear is a testament to the
diversity and quality of marine research in Australia by
our younger scientists and bodes well for the future.

The future
As AMSA celebrates the completion of its first 50
years, the Association is a vibrant organisation with a
sound history of accomplishments achieved over the
last five decades. We look forward to AMSA building
on this foundation and continuing to advance marine
science in Australia over the next 50 years.

© Lynnath Beckley
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letters

(then and now)

Dear Sir,
While the publication which you edit
is probably adequate in many respects I am
disturbed by the lack of a section in which
members can feel free to contribute opinions
or criticisms on any vaguely relevant topic
whatsoever as and when the mood may take
them. If you were to initiate a letters to the
editor column in the next issue, somebody may
actually respond to the implied invitation and
then you would not have to fill this column
with ridiculous letters to yourself.
Bruce Campbell. Editor,
September, 1968

Dear Sir,
I've often wondered why physical
oceanographers don't appear to take much
interest in AMSA. The following are some
possible reasons.
The easiest reason to suggest is that it's
just another case of the white horses eating
less than the black ones. There are very few
full time physical oceanographers in the
country, a point that has been made several
times recently in the many reviews of marine
science.

The next possible reason isn't as easy to
put on paper, and might be taken to suggest
that we're snooty or uncooperative. Physical
oceanographers can push ahead in whatever
branch of the discipline they choose, without
Dear Sir,
any need to take into account the results in
other disciplines. The reverse is less often
This letter is with regard to an article
true; most marine biologists and chemists need
published in the A.M.S.A. Newsletter No 24, pp. 8
to know as much as they can of the physical
and 9, entitled “'Environments and Sediments of
environment in which they are working,
Shark Bay' credited to B.R. Logan.
so they are likely to take the initiative
in multidisciplinary projects. This might
The summary published in your newsletter
also account for their preponderance in a
was not submitted by me and is objectionable
multidisciplinary organisation such as AMSA.
because it is a grossly inaccurate account of
what I presented at the Perth Conference. In this
A further reason, perhaps allied to
so called summary there is emphasis on subject
the foregoing, might be that physical
matter which had no more than passing comment,
oceanographers are less well equipped to talk
the material is garbled to the extent of making
to biologists than biologists are to talk to
no sense, a number of statements are inaccurate,
physicists. I think most biologists will have
grammar is poor and finally, there are at least
done some mathematics and physics. I'm not
three spelling errors.
sure of the reverse situation. In defence, I'm
sure my colleagues in physical oceanography
Brian W. Logan 1968
have always been ready and willing (perhaps
not eager!) to take part in multidisciplinary
© Graeme Hays
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meetings arranged by AMSA or other
organisations.

"an apparent world wide surplus of trained
marine biologists". (22/8/69).

I don't see AMSA filling the role of
a specialist professional institute for
any marine science discipline. In physical
oceanography, there have been moves to set up
some kind of association that would provide a
regular meeting forum in the main centres, but
I do not think there has been much progress
yet. Suggestions for this include a group
within the Australian Institute of Physics,
or a local Branch of an overseas society –
perhaps together with meteorologists (with whom
physical oceanographers have much in common).
There have been a series of meetings, of 2 to
4 days duration, of physical oceanographers,
usually at Cronulla, at about two year
intervals. The latest of these was in March
1981, and attracted 70 or 80 people, with 49
papers. Perhaps in future this type of meeting
could be integrated with, or be held just
before or after, the annual AMSA meetings?

Another letter from the Comm. Minister for
Primary Industry to Prof. Thomson informs
him that Mr. Anthony has been unable to get
graduate personnel for the Fisheries office
(3/6/69). Prof. Thomson (I.P.P. of A.M.S.A.) has told
me to take a job teaching yet I am a trained
marine biologist, having spent 8 years at two
Universities to attain that qualification. I have
just obtained my M.Sc. I have been out of work as
a biologist for nearly 11 months; most of that
time I have been, and am now, casual labouring.

B. V. Hamon 1981

Dear Sir,
Twice, in the last 6 months, I have read
articles by you (Australian Fisheries, June &
October, 1969) which revolve around the problem
of the demand for biologists and technologists
in the marine field.
Consider the following: I have a letter
signed by the Queensland Minister for Primary
Industries in which he states that there exists

Now I am attempting to form either a company
or research foundation for the purpose of
doing some research towards saving Queensland's
fisheries and resources. To this end there is
a committee with a small amount of funds, a
49 ft hull which I have built over three years
initially for my own private research purposes,
and a large quantity of electronic apparatus
which has been donated. I have contacted all
the sites of aquaculture in Australia to form
a background for a contemplated project on
fish farming in Queensland, and am negotiating
through the Japanese Consulate to obtain
further knowledge which might make the project
feasible. So far I can get no Government,
commercial, and little private, backing. Prof.
Thomson has told me he is worried about the fate
of next year's crop of marine biologists. Are
they to be trained just to teach junior science?
Mr. Sprigg, you are in a position to do more than
give addresses. Why not a conference to submit
recommendations to appropriate Government
officials, even if only to curb the training of
marine biologists until there is work for them?
I would also suggest withdrawing from sale
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or distribution the A.M.S.A. careers booklet. At
present, in Australia, there are no such careers.

Bussell, Mr Jeremy. Adventure Bay Charters, Pt Lincoln, Professional
member, South Australia Branch

I think I am doing as much as an
individual can under the circumstances, but
of course it is not enough. I see no hope of
my own venture succeeding in the face of
Government and Industrial apathy. Can you give
me any positive advice? I want to stay in this
profession somehow.

Davis, Mr Ben. James Cook University, Townsville, Student member,
Queensland North Branch

John L. Maclean, 1970

Cumming, Miss Erin. Deakin University, Traralgon East, Student
member, Victoria Branch

Doo, Mr Steve. University of Sydney, University of Sydney, Student
member, New South Wales Branch

Fisher, Mr Eric. AIMS@JCU, Student member, Queensland North
Branch

Gallanagh, Mr Sean Micheal. Hydrobiology Pty Ltd, Indooroopilly,
Professional member, Queensland South Branch
Gardner, Ms Stephanie. Northbridge, Student member, New South
Wales Branch
Hays, A.Prof Graeme. Deakin University, Warrnambool, Professional
member, Victoria Branch
Hendry, Ms Rebecca. Central Queensland University, Professional
member, Queensland South Branch

Horner, Miss Lauren. Clear Island Waters, Student member, Queensland
South Branch

Dear Sir,
The publication that you edit continues to be
‘adequate' in many respects. It continues, however, to
disturb me as to the continual lack of a letters section.
It is almost as if scientists are quite shy and reserved.
This is certainly not, in my experience, the case!
Perhaps AMSA members are not aware of a letters
section? Perhaps they have nothing to say? Perhaps
they are apathetic to the issues surrounding the
communication of science to their peers? Who knows.
If you were you to use the 50th Golden Jubilee
Printed Special Edition to advertise the resurgence
of a Letters section after a long period of dormancy,
then people might actually respond. This would mean
you would not have to fill this section with ridiculous
letters to yourself.
Luke Hedge
Editor, 2013

Jackson, Dr Emma. Central Queensland University, Gladstone,
Professional member, Queensland South Branch

Jeffries, Dr Thomas. University of Technology Sydney, Professional
member, New South Wales Branch

Ko, Mr Anthony. Aurecon Australia, Professional member, New South
Wales Branch
Lee, Dr Patricia. Deakin University, Warrnambool, Professional member,
Victoria Branch

Lee, Miss Aria. UNSW, Enmore, Student member, New South Wales
Branch

Liggins, Miss Libby. The University of Queensland, South Brisbane,
Student member, Queensland South Branch
Madin, Dr Elizabeth. Macquarie University, Sydney, Professional
member, New South Wales Branch

Malerba, Mr Martino. James Cook University, Belgian Gardens, Student
member, Queensland North Branch
Messer, Miss Lauren. University of Technology, Sydney, Student
member, New South Wales Branch
Mohamed, Mr Amin. James Cook University, Townsville, Queensland
North Branch

Oliver, Dr Jamie. Australian Institute of Marine Science, Townsville,
Professional member, Queensland North Branch
Ow, Miss Yan Xiang. James Cook University, Douglas, Queensland
North Branch
O’Hara, Ms Lee. Moolap, Student member, Victoria Branch

Quigley, Ms Kate. James Cook University, West End, Student member,
Queensland North Branch

Rocker, Ms Melissa. James Cook University, Castle Hill, Student
member, Queensland North Branch
Roger, Miss Liza. UWA - Oceans Institute - ARC Centre of Excellence for
Coral Reef Studies, Crawley, Student member, Western Australia Branch

Serrano, Dr Oscar, Edith Cowan University and University Western
Australia, Joondalup, Professional member, Western Australia Branch

Welcome new
members
Adnitt, Mrs Christine. Sinclair Knight Merz, Professional member,
Western Australia Branch
Berry, Miss Kathryn. AIMS/James Cook University, Student member,
Queensland North Branch
Bongiorno, Mr Daniel. Australian Centre for Field Robotics, The
University of Sydney, Student member, New South Wales Branch

Buerger, Mr Patrick. AIMS@JCU, Australian Institute of Marine
Science, Student member, Queensland North Branch
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Setio, Mr Christopher. University of New South Wales, Eastlakes, New
South Wales Branch
Sommer, Ms Brigitte. The University of Queensland, New South Wales
Branch

Stark, Miss Clair. James Cook University, Townsville, Student member,
Queensland North Branch
Stokes, Dr Debra. Southern Cross University, Professional member,
New South Wales Branch

Sawstrom, Dr Christin. Edith Cowan University, Professional member,
Western Australia Branch

Thresher, Dr Ronald. CSIRO, Hobart, Professional member, Tasmania
Branch
Trevathan-Tackett, Mrs Stacey. University of Technology Sydney,
Student member, New South Wales Branch
Yates, Mr Peter. James Cook University, North Ward, Queensland North
Branch

Zinke, Dr Jens. UWA Oceans Institute, Nedlands, Professional member,
Western Australia Branch

news | comment

(then and now)

Australia building first
underwater lab in collaboration
with Commander Jacques Yves
Cousteau. 1965
R.C Sprigg
A group of Adelaide scientists, engineers
and scuba divers are presently engaged
in building a mobile underwater research
laboratory at Woodville. Named 'Operation
Demersal', the project is the outcome of the
recognition by a number of South Australian
enthusiasts of the need for serious marine
biological research of a nature which can only
be carried out at the sea bottom. Most of those
interested are also competent scuba divers,
their concern being to extend the frontiers in
man's conquest of the sub sea.
The Laboratory 'Demersal' is a 27 ft long
by 6 ft in diameter steel structure which is
presently being fitted out with lateral floats,
entry port, heavy duty windows, self contained
decompression chamber, general living quarters
and laboratory space. When in place on the sea
floor the only connection to the sea surface
will be via compressed air and power and
intercommunication conduits to a raft floating
on the sea surface, and carrying air compressor
pumps and electrical plant. As the laboratory
is open the sea at all times via the entre port
there be no restriction in the potential depth
of operation. As now tentatively planned, it
is intended to descent by stages to depths of
100 to 2300 ft. As experience is gained and
the maximum safety procedures and precautions
are worked out, this limit could ultimately be
extended to perhaps 600 ft.

©Sprigg Family Collection

©Sprigg Family Collection

The 'Demersal' group is directly in
touch with officers under Commander Jacques
Yves Cousteau of the Oceanographic Research
Institute in Monaco and most of the American
Underwater Research Organisations in the
United States.

The first diving chamber built by Reg Sprigg
in 1963 and used to survey Gulf St Vincent is
currently being refurbished. For details and
photos of this amazing effort visit the ‘Save
Reg Spriggs Diving Chamber’ on Facebook
www.facebook.com/SaveTheBell

©Sprigg Family Collection

©Sprigg Family Collection
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New cruise terminal for Hobart

2013

The ABC reports that TasPorts is hoping to build a
new cruise terminal in Hobart (ABC Online 25/4/13).
Almost 65 cruise ships are expected to visit
Tasmania next season, 35 of those likely to dock in
Hobart. The new terminal will also be used by the
Tasmanian Polar Network, and the Australian Antarctic Division.
There is also hope that Chinese researchers will
start to call the new facility home, a move that the
AAD welcomes.

Gladstone dredging report disputed by
CSIRO 2013
A report by veterinary pathologist Dr Matt Landos
linking dredging to fish desease in Gladstone has been
disputed by the CSIRO (‘CSIRO disputes Gladstone dredging linked to fish
disease’ ABC Online 25/4/13).
The original report by Dr Landos directly links
the dredging activities of Gladstone Port Authority to
outbreaks of diseases affecting marine life.
The CSIRO, commisioned by Gladstone Port
Authority, found serious flaws in the original report.
The CSIRO found that dissolved metal concentrations
in the harbour only marginally exceed water quality
guidelines, and are below levels normally toxic to fish.

© Aline Martinez

The report goes on to state that Dr Landos failed to
account for the environmental effects of stormwater
from the 2011 flood events in the area.

GBR on the World Heritage Committee
‘danger list’? 2013
Next month in Cambodia, the World Heritage
Committee will consider a draft decision to place
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef on its ‘danger list’,
reports The Guardian (Great Barrier Reef is at risk even if it doesn’t make

Australia has 44 projects being assessed for their
impact on the reef, including the expansion of
Gladstone Harbour.

Unesco’s Danger List, The Guardian Online http:// www.guardian.co.uk/environment /
planet-oz/ 2013/ may/13/great-barrier-reef-unesco-danger 15/5/2013).

The committee will place the reef on the danger list
unless the state and federal governments give some firm
guaruntees regarding the restriction of developments that
may ‘individually or cumulatively’ impact on the reef.

HELP WANTED

Can anyone tell the editor the origin of the word used by
fishermen “to Burley” (or is it “Berley”)? In the U.S.A. when
one does this it is called Chumming. Come on now some
expert, please supply the answer.

30th March 1968, Editor
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A clarification on Soviet
Scientists 1983
W.C Christiansen
Recently Dr J. T. Baker (President of AMSA)
wrote to the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr A. Street, seeking an explanation of the
Government's policy on the participation of
Soviet nationals at international meetings
hosted in Australia.
In response the Department of Foreign
Affairs forwarded the following extract from
HANSARD including the Minister's statement.

© CarlosCaetano Deposit Photos

House of Representatives
Thursday, 9 September 1982
Mr SPENDER; Will the Minister for
Foreign Affairs inform the Parliament of the
Government's present attitude towards the
admission of Soviet scientists to international
conferences in this country?
Mr STREET ; I am happy to answer the
question. I have consistently pointed out that
the main thrust of the Government's policy
toward the Soviet Union since its invasion
of Afghanistan has been directed towards
the suspension of bilateral, as distinct
from multilateral, exchanges. We are very
conscious of the importance to Australia of
multilateral cooperation. We try, wherever
possible, not to allow the current state of
relations between Australia and the Soviet
Union to interfere with our high standing
as a participant in and host to multilateral
conferences. Australia will not abrogate its
national right to decide who enters this
country and who does not. The Soviet Union
has now clearly embarked on a policy to try
to prevent Australia being used as a venue
for multilateral conferences of one kind or
another. We are not prepared to give the
Soviet Union that satisfaction because it is
not in our interests to do so.
So far as genuine multilateral scientific
conferences are concerned, Australia will
maintain conditions similar. to those applied
by like minded western countries in their
national interests. There will be no change
in our policy on bilateral contacts with the
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Soviet Union or any change in our continued
condemnation of unacceptable Soviet policies as
exemplified by Afghanistan and Poland. I seek
leave to incorporate in Hansard a letter which
I have written on this matter to Professor
Christiansen of the Australian Academy of
Science. Leave granted.

The purpose of the AMSA
conference 1966
Jim Thompson
I have been prompted to jot down these
few disordered thoughts by the remarks of a
distinguished member of the Association whose
comment on the Brisbanes AMSA meeting was that
he hoped that at future meeting the Council
would vet, all would be speakers and permit
only the first rate to speak.
One of the former functions of ANZAAS
was to provide a proving ground for young
scientists, where they might present their ideas
and results before prominent men of science who
could provide a range and depth of criticism
and advice which would be difficult to find
within the confines of the young scientists
institution.
This has been lost over the last decade and
I believe it should be one of our functions to
encourage the younger scientists. A hesitant
delivery may clothe as many pearls of wisdom
as the polished delivery of a graduate of the
Rostrum club. By all means let us encourage
good speaking; but where are young scientists
to obtain their practice if associations such as
ours do not let them try?

You're telling us

1986

Elizabeth Pope
In discussing the subject of faunal surveys
'Oceanography' had this challenge to offer
to Australian Universities. The Australian
marine fauna, including the micro fauna,
remain undescribed. For the past two or three
decades, it has been unfashionable to study
taxonomy. In Europe and America the ground
work had been done previously but Australian
biologists by following the fashion of work
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abroad have neglected somewhat the systematic
extension of the knowledge of their fauna
and flora. In the meantime, taxonomy has
again become fashionable largely as a result
of the realisation that the classification of
organisms, whose biochemistry, physiology or
genetics is to be described, has to be specific.
The completion of the identification of the
Australian marine fauna is urgently required.

STA unhappy with federal budget

2013

Science and Technology Australia is disappointed with the long-term vision of the 2013 Australian
Federal Budget.
Released on the 15th May this year by Labour
Treasurer Wayne Swan, the budget slashes university funding by $3.8 billion. However the budget does
deliver some good news, with a further one-year of
support for the ARC’s Future Fellowships program.
The program will deliver 150 five-year grants in 2014,
worth $135 million. The budget also provides $12
million for the new RV Investigator and $30.9 million
over four years to boost marine research at AIMS.
STA CEO, Catriona Jackson, says
“It is pleasing to the see the Government has
recognised the importance of both the mid-career
fellowships offered by the Australian Research Council
and big infrastructure, with funding to operate and
maintain critical projects.”
But goes on
“However these measures come in addition to the
very damaging $3.8 billion in university cuts. The exact
impacts are not yet known, as universities struggle to
slash their budgets, but one thing is certain - the cuts
will do real damage to Australia’s science and technology workforce and to national productivity and innovation.”

Carbon price to halve by 2015

2013

Federal government predictions see the carbon
price almost halving by 2015, reports the ABC (Carbon price
to halve by 2015 as revenue cut by billions, ABC Online 15/6/2013)

In light of this, the Carbon Capture and Storage
Flagships program and the low emissions coal initiative

will be scrapped in the 2013 Federal Budget. Currently
the floor price is $25.40, however longer term government projections predict the price will bounce back to
over $25 in 2018-19.

The new Ron Kenny Award for
outstanding students 1986
To mark the retirement of Ron Kenny and
honour his singular contribution to AMSA,
Council has decided to inaugurate an annual
Ron Kenny Award, to the author of the most
outstanding Honours thesis in any branch of
marine science. The award will be instituted
in 1988, based on 1987 theses. Ron has recently
retired from both his Associate Professorship
at James Cook University of North Queensland
(he was the founding lecturer in the
Department of Zoology) and the editorship of
the AMSA Bulletin. Ron has been editor since
1978, initially in collaboration with Norm
Milward, and has developed the Bulletin to
the high standards of production that it
now enjoys. He also was a founding member
of the Association in 1963, and has made an
exceptional contribution to the Association and
to marine science in Australia. Council resolved
to establish an endowment fund to support the
Ron Kenny Award. The value of the prize will
be $500 and it is hoped that sufficient funds
will be generated by appeal to AMSA members
to support this prize as an annual event.

and 2011. Investigations have confirmed the presence
of a virus affecting Pacific Oysters in these estuaries.
Sydney Rock Oysters are not affected by this virus.
Almost 10 million oysters were wiped out earlier
this year, and NSW DPI has advised that it could
take up to eight years for a disease resistant strain to
become available.
Principle Research Scientist at NSW DPI, Dr Wayne
O’Connor, says that hatchery production in general is
a big issue at the moment.
“Despite a number of years of patience, we have not
yet found that there is sufficient hatchery production
in the state.” He told the ABC last month (‘Long wait
for disease-resistant oysters in NSW’ ABC Online,
25/4/13).
“It’s probably somewhere between 20 and 25 million
seed a year and unfortunately that production is
probably enough to maintain one, possibly two hatcheries and yet we have at least six different products that
industry wants.”

Contributions will be invited from
individuals and organisations (a letter to this
effect was circulated to members and other
potential contributors in early April).
Procedures for administering the award will
be established later in 1987.

POMS wipes out 10 million oysters in
NSW. 2013
NSW Department of Primary Industries (NSW
DPI) has confirmed that an outbreak of Pacific Oyster
Mortality Syndrome (POMS) has severaly affected
growers in the Hawkesbury River, north of Sydney
NSW.
POMS has previously caused mortalities of Pacific
Oysters in Georges River and Port Jackson in 2010
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A new ‘Australian Research
Council (ARC) to decide on
research funding 1987

ARC requesting sector feedback on
Excellence in Research for Australia
(ERA). 2013

A proposal to establish an Australian
Research Council was contained in a report
by ASTEC entitled ' Improving the Research
Performance of Australia’s Universitites and
other Higher Education Institutions'.
The idea was strongly promoted by the
Department of Science, and though modified
following resistance from the Commonwealth
Tertiary Education Commission, is likely to
have firm support from the government and
the bureaucracy. It is mentioned in the science
platforms of both the Labor and Liberal
Parties.
The ARC will subsume several existing grant
schemes, including ARGS, National Research
Fellowships’ Scheme and the Marine Sciences
and Technologies Grants Scheme. However, the
final structure has not been defined, and
clearly remains a matter of conjecture within
the DoS. Moreover, the department has taken
the stance that the ARC should not be set up
unless ASTEC's recommendation that funding
for the ARC grow from $46 million (the present
aggregate value of the schemes to be subsumed)
to $96 million over 4 years is also accepted.
The Secretary of the DoS, Dr Greg Tegart, made
this point strongly at his opening address to
the AMSA Conference in Townsville.
The special forum on marine science funding
in Townsville discussed the ARC idea in detail.
It was agreed that if the ARC is a near-fait
accompli, then AMSA should seek to influence
its formation rather than categorically oppose
it. AMSA has since written to the Minister for
Science, Barry Jones, offering qualified support
for the ARC. The two qualifications are that
the funding should increase at least in line
with ASTEC’s recommendations, and that the
ARC include structures that guarantee funding
for multidisciplinary research such as marine
science. This view was supported by Dr Tegart's
comment that marine research may be “"well
placed to compete strongly, especially if ... it
is] declared an area of national priority for
special support by the ARC"”. AMSA's letter
to the minister offered continuing input
to discussions of the final structure and
operation of the ARC. AMSA will also make its
views known through FASTS. Laurie Hammond
has been asked to coordinate FASTS' detailed
response to the proposal

The Australian Research Council has asked the
Australian research community for feedback on the
Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) 2012.
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ERA evaluates the quality of research output from
Australia’s research institutions and universities. A
review of the ERA 2012 is expected to be completed by
the end of April, and interested parties were asked to
submit feedback by April 23rd.
A new ERA has now been announced for 2015. The
current review of ERA 2013 hopes to improve the ERA
procedures by;
1. Ascertaining possible improvements in
providing information and support for university staff
responsible for collating and submitting ERA data;
2. Identifying any functional and user experience
enhancements that can be made to the data collection
process, or other technical aspects of the submission
process;
3. Ensure data integrity throughout future ERA
processes; and
4. Seek general feedback from universities on the
preparation, submission and evaluation phases of the
ERA 2012 process.

©Rebecca Neumann
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Feature

women of amsa
This year, as the Australian Marine Sciences Association
celebrates its 50 th anniversary, AMSA Councillor Kimberley
Millers from the University of Melbourne, takes a look back
at the inspiring women who have helped shape the association.

W

omen have always played a significant role in AMSA’s historical
narrative. An examination of the
AMSA archives reveals who these women are,
the positions they have held and the outstanding contribution they have made across five
decades. Within the written history of AMSA
we see a story of evolution, emblematic of the
continued progression of the role of women
in Australian marine science dating from the
1960s.
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This page and last- Dr Patricia Hutchings
sampling polychaetes around Lizard Island, Qld,
in the mid 1970s
The role of women in Australian marine science has
progressed from a time of gender divide, to a new and
vibrant era where gender should no longer limit career
directions. In 1990, AMSA saw it’s membership grow
to 996 members of which 217 were females (22%).
Examining our historical documents we see just this –
the progressive rise of our female AMSA members into
both leadership positions and executive roles across a
wide variety of career pathways within many marine
science disciplines.
Rather than attempt to list the involvement of every
female AMSA member over our 50 year history, the
focus here is to celebrate a positive and successful story
of women in a professional scientific society through a
brief summary. In recognition of all past and present
women of AMSA we acknowledge their contribution
and applaud their involvement.

Foundation Years
Woman contributed much to the discussion and activities of AMSA during the early foundation years. Resisting the gender bias of the times, Isobel Bennett played
a vital role amongst the group of marine scientists who
established the association. The first woman to represent AMSA on national council was Hope Macpherson
(1962-1964) followed shortly after by Elizabeth Pope
(1966-68) who joined the council as Bulletin Editor. We
find a number of prominent female scientists amongst
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our founding members.These women include; Judith
Badham, Isobel Bennett, Judith Bryan, Ann Cameron,
Jean Carter, Sophie Ducker, Faith Evans, Helen Grigg,
Dorothy Hill, Paulette McWilliam, Hope MacPherson, Elizabeth Pope, Norah Sproston, Thistle Stead,
Dale Straughan, Dorothy Svenson, Jan Watson, Elise
Wollaston.

Building a Community of Marine Scientists
A point of change for women in AMSA came
during the 1970s. Four women came to occupy council
positions and revolutionised the role of women on
council and within the association itself. These women
were Jan Watson (Councillor: 1972-1975), Pat Dixon
(Secretary: 1972-1976), Patricia Hutchings (Assistant
Secretary: 1972-1975) and Rosa Allen (Treasurer:
1975-1992). Since that time, women have always held
several executive positions on the AMSA national
council with Narelle Hall the long-serving Treasurer
from late 1999-2011. It was not until Wendy Craik
in 1991 (1991-1992), that the association had its first
female AMSA president. Since then four more female
presidents have led the association; Maria Byrne (20002002), Gina Newton (2004-2006) Lynnath Beckley
(2010- 2012) and Sabine Dittmann (2012- present).
Many women have historically held the position of
AMSA Editor over the years. Elizabeth Pope was our
first female Editor. Vivienne Mawson was the Editor

Awards
The very first AMSA member to receive the Jubilee
Award in 1988 was Shirley Jeffrey. Over the 24 year
history of the award, only four women received it
in recognition for their outstanding contribution to
marine science in Australia. The other exceptional
women are Patricia Mather (1992), June Olley (2005)
and Pat Hutchings (2010).
The AMSA community has always encouraged and
supported students to attend the annual conference.
The winner of the first AMSA Junior Travel Award was
a female student, Angela Ivanovici who attended the
1974 Noosa Conference. She presented a talk entitled
“Pyrazus ebeninus- responses to salinity and measurement of stress”. The same year she also won the AMSA
Student Prize at the conference. Since 1997, we have
seen 16 of the 24 Allen Awards be awarded to female
students. Additionally, since 2002, five female students

have won the Ron Kenny Awards for best oral presentation at the annual conference.
It takes something special to continuously support a
scientific society for 40 years. AMSA has a number of
outstanding life members with several women among
this prestigious 40-year member list. These include Jan
Watson, Isobel Bennett, Loisette Marsh, Helene Marsh
and Pat Hutchings along with Penny Berents nominated
for honorary life membership in 2013. The visibility of
women in AMSA is not confined to the national level,
but occurs also within our branches. Many women have
held office and contributed to the development of state
branches over numerous years.
Women of AMSA across many disciplines have
made valuable and significant contributions to marine
science in Australia. This brief summary illustrates the
wide variety of contributions made by women who
are dedicated to improving the AMSA past, present
and future. The entire AMSA community should be
commended for its active role in the promotion of
women in marine science.
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from 1987-1993, followed by Emma Johnston from
1998-2004 and subsequently Megan Huggett (20042006), Patricia von Baumgarten (2006-2010) and Claire
Smallwood (2010-2012). Many female AMSA members
have taken on roles within the council governance at
various stages over the 50 year history, notably Gina
Newton who served on Council since 1992. At the time
of publication, seven women hold positions on the 16
person AMSA National Council.

I arrived in Australia in October 1970 having undertaken all my education in the UK, and knew nobody in Australia and also there were no other worm workers with whom
to collaborate with. I attended my first AMSA conference in
early 1971 and made some very useful contacts- which led to
some joint research in Wallis Lake with people from UNSW.
Shortly after that I was approached to become assistant
secretary for AMSA and council meetings were held at the
Australian Museum board room and this greatly increased
my circle of colleagues and some very useful contacts were
made. At that time Drs Griffin, Leon Collett, Joe Baker and
later Radway Allen and Rosa Allen were on the council
and meetings were informal but highly productive. I cannot
remember exactly how long I served on Council but it introduced me to the marine science community which was
very helpful for my research. I also became involved in the
councils of other scientific societies such as ESA and the
Great Barrier Reef Committee later the Australian Coral
Reef Society and I can only strongly recommend to new
researchers to join societies and become involved as such
networking is so important.

Dr Pat Hutchings
Assistant Secretary 1972-1975

Dr Bennett is an authority on Australian marine life
and the ecology of the Great Barrier Reef. She joined
the staff of the University of Sydney in 1933 as secretary to the Professor of Zoology, William J Dakin. She
has participated in research projects around the world,
including expeditions to the Antarctic base at Macquarie Island. In 1962 the University of Sydney awarded her
an honorary Masters Degree in Science.
At the 52nd ANZAAS Congress in 1982 she was
awarded the Mueller Medal and in 1984 she was made
an Officer of the Order of Australia. She has had one
genus, a coral reef and five species of marine animals
named after her: a prawn at Tuggerah Lakes, a marine
snail in Heron Island, a worm in Botany Bay and one in
Macquarie Island, a genus of marine worms on Heron
Island and a Barrier Reef coral. In 1985 she had the joy
of being able to take aerial photographs of the eponymous coral reef in the Swain Reefs. In 1995 she received
an honorary Doctorate in Science from the University
of New South Wales. The following extracts are from the
citation given when she received this award in 1995. It
is from the Australian Marine Sciences Bulletin, April
1995, pages 7 and 8:
“Few eminent scientists in the world today would have
begun their careers by accident, fewer still would have
reached their positions without benefit of a university
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Dr Isobel
Bennett

Isobel Bennet was arguably
one of Australia’s most prominent
marine biologists. Born in 1909 she
was one of the foundation members
of the Australian Marine Science
Association. Isobel Bennet passed
away on 12th July 2008 in Sydney.
This is an article taken from an
interview of Isobel Bennet in 1997
as part of an oral history project
conducted by Diana Wyndham and
the North Sydney Stanton Library.
Diana kindly agreed to re-print
excerpts from her story.

degree in their discipline, and it is certain that very few
of those, if any, would have been women. Isobel Bennett,
despite what most would consider barriers, became one
of Australia’s foremost scientists through her combination
of intelligence, curiosity, determination and capacity for
hard work. In all of Isobel Bennett’s work, three aspects
stand out: the strong scientific basis of all her writings, her
strong advocacy for a conservation ethic and the clarity
of presentation in writing enhanced by her photographic
skills. ... Isobel Bennett is a very generous woman with a
strong sense of commitment to whatever she undertakes.
Her energy and enthusiasm are quite remarkable. Now
in her eighties, she has an intellectual vigour, a social

conscience and a vitality and enjoyment of life which can
only be envied.”
Isobel Bennett was born on 9 July 1909 in Brisbane,
the eldest of four children. Her mother died when she
was about nine and the family moved to a small dairy
farm on the outskirts of Brisbane. Her father remarried
and in 1928 the family moved to Sydney where Isobel
worked with the Associated Board of the Royal Schools
of Music until the Depression forced its closure in 1932.
That year the family bought land at Clareville (Pittwater)
and built a holiday house there. They often went fishing
in their launch and sailed a Jubilee Class yacht. After

Working on the AMSA Council in the late 1990’s – early
2000’s was a wonderful experience for me. The Council
was dedicated to getting things going, and it was a pleasure
to work with the AMSA team. It was a time when AMSA
started to become very active in National and State Marine
Policy Development and Marine Park Plans. I took over
from John Keesing in the millennium year and AMSA’s
rejuvenation was well on track. During my term it was
also great to see the revamping of many state branches. The
Ocean’s Policy was a breakthrough and was quickly followed
by the Regional Marine Planning process. We did a lot of
exhausting work on the Southeast Marine Plan – the first to
be developed. The AMSA submissions to many of the Draft
Plans were very time consuming but very important. I signed
off many of these and it was very encouraging how well our
efforts were received. It is difficult to find the time to become
familiar with all the details and issues and various concerns
behind these, but in doing so AMSA’s submissions were, at
the time, and continue to be very effective. The highlights as
my time as President were:
1) Seeing AMSA become recognized as the major
representative for Marine Science in Australia - as seen in
membership of key Government Panels
2) Leading delegations to Science Meets Parliament
3) Overseeing the first awards of our Honorary Life
Members - such as Isobel Bennett and Jack Greenwood – just
to name two of many wonderful pioneers
4) Working closely with Council and many facets of the
Marine Science Community in Australia

Prof. Maria Byrne

Second female president
2000-2002
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which was intermittently troublesome until his death
in 1950. Dakin had discovered that scientific surveys
had been made of the South African coastline but none
had been conducted in Australia. This was the start of
Isobel’s work collecting and listing the animals which
she had found at low tide on various rock platforms and
estuaries. She realised that the Australian Museum did
not have lists of common species and had to compile
them herself. Isobel and her colleagues did an ecological
study of the whole of the NSW coastline using her basic
lists.

Dr Isobel Bennet was widely regarded as
Australia’s most well known marine biologist. She
wrote nine books and was on of the first women to
travel to Antarctica
her father’s death, the extended family moved in 1953 to
Fairhaven, a historic house at 69 Carabella Street, Kirribilli and lived there until the late 1970s.
After losing her job in 1932, Isobel and her sister Jean
went for a five-day cruise to Norfolk Island on the P & O
Liner Straithaird. Their cabin was next door to Professor William Dakin and his wife (also a science graduate) who befriended the girls. As a result, Isobel did
some casual research for Dakin at the Mitchell Library
about whale sightings and in May 1933 was offered a
temporary job at the University of Sydney which was
to last for 39 years. She was nervous at first but Dakin
was a good though demanding, teacher. In addition to
her University work, she assisted Dakin with his weekly
ABC public radio broadcasts on science which reached
a very wide audience in the 1930s and 1940s. Dakin
stressed then what has been accepted 60 years later that
scientists must become communicators.
In September 1945 Dakin developed a serious illness
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In 1946, Isobel, Elizabeth Pope (from the Museum)
and Helen Turner (from CSIRO’s McMaster Laboratory) set off down the South Coast with a tiny grant
and an old car. In 1947, with Dakin, they extended the
survey to the Queensland border. They had tents and
sleeping bags and, as part of the survey, were trying to
find out what influence the climate has on the distribution of marine plants and animals. While Dakin was
convalescing, he jotted down stories which became the
basis of Australian Seashores which Angus and Robertson accepted for publication in 1948. While it did not
appear until 1952, after Dakin’s death, there have been
many editions since then.
In the 1950s the survey (with the help of Elizabeth
Pope and Hope Macpherson, Curator of Molluscs at the
National Museum of Victoria) was extended to cover
the Victorian and Tasmanian shores. Isobel received
the Whitley Memorial Award for “Best Text” in 1987 for
the last big edition of this classic which she produced
by herself. She said that it was a major effort because
many once common animals had become rare and she
had to replace the black and white photos in colour and
expand the original text to include all the temperate
Australian shores.
From 1946 to 1947, after hearing that the Tuggerah
Lake had been closed off from the ocean for two years,
she and Dakin patiently studied the effects of this on
the reproduction of prawns. They found that while most
prawn species had to go to sea to reproduce, one of the
three species in the Lake managed to reproduce itself
without having to go to sea.
In the 1950s she went (as the only woman with 113
Danish sailors) from Sydney to Adelaide whilst the
Danish ship Galatea was on a round the world scientific expedition. In July 1954, Isobel and Hope went on
a field trip aboard the SS Cape York. Fortunately, they
were not injured by the rough seas or while scrambling
over the barnacle-covered rocks. While on a year off on
half pay in 1956, she lectured in the UK at the Marine
Station in Plymouth and in London. She also lectured

in the United States at Columbia and Yale Universities
and at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC.
It saddened her that not one of the staff asked a single
thing about her trip when she returned to the University
of Sydney.

Her greatest honour was receiving the Mueller
Award in 1982, at ANZAAS Congress. She “had joined
the immortals” in the company of Edgeworth David,
Douglas Mawson, Howard Florey and Alexander
Fleming and was only the second Australian woman to
receive it. Dr Dorothy Hill, a geologist from Brisbane,
was the first. In 1995 she received a D Sc from the
University of NSW and made a trip by Qantas to the
Antarctic, flying over Mawson’s hut, the glaciers and
Macquarie Island. The flight’s Radio Officer contacted those at the Macquarie Island station who sent her
greetings.
When asked for her views about conservation and
the future she commented: “in the 1930s biology wasn’t
even a subject in the Leaving Certificate and Professor
Dakin spent about four years fighting to have it included, finally succeeding in 1938. In the 1950s Australia
did not have a marine station despite Dakin’s dream
of one in Sydney it had not eventuated”. When Isobel
was growing up, ecology was a word she had never
heard and it is only in the last 20 years that people have
begun to be aware of the environment. She has become
more optimistic in the last few years. There is an active
group on the Peninsula (near her home on the Northern Beaches of Sydney), mainly because of the dedicated
work of Mrs Cathy Hemery who leads Project Aware
at the Environment Centre, Narrabeen. This group,
which is now in its second or third year, trains volunteers who take people onto the rock platform telling
them that creatures will die if rocks are turned over
and left that way. In 1996 they won an Australia Beautiful award for the best educational project for the state.
There is another group which has prepared a booklet
for primary school children. Isobel, like Dakin, believes
that it is most important to teach children about conservation from their earliest years and she is pleased to see
that this is now happening.

©Kate McDonald

Until the late 1950s, women were not allowed to
travel to Antarctica. Finally four women got permission
to go to Macquarie Island in December 1959 (Isobel, Dr
Mary Gillham, Susan Ingham and Hope Macpherson).
It was to be a five-day trip but because of bad weather it
lasted for 15 days over Christmas. The team leader was
“reasonable” and let the women stay ashore overnight.
Working conditions were very difficult on their second
trip because the conservative leader would not let the
women sleep on shore.

women and
science
There are many exceptional
women in science. The Bulletin
managed to get a hold of five young
scientists and gave them a simple
task, write 250 words on what they
think about when they hear the
phrase ‘Women in Science’
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Ceiwen Pease

Science is a long hard slog and anyone who wants to do well needs
to be willing to put in the hard yards. But I think it is difficult to figure
out the right way to go about doing that. At the moment, I do not plan
to have children. This means that one of the main discussion points of
‘women in science’ – when to have babies – has not really factored into
the decisions I have made and plan to make. Strategising about when
to have children is difficult but I have no doubt it can be done successfully as there are many wonderful role models around to prove that.
One of the things that I find difficult, which I don’t think is a female
only problem, is the competitive nature of science. The idea of selling
yourself and your science to win grants and get jobs to further your
career is a difficult concept to me. I think sometimes males are naturally more skilled at it, however, it is a problem for people across all fields
– you just have to do it.
I still think there is a remnant of the ‘boys club’ mentality in science.
If you look at the top positions across universities and scientific institutions across the world the majority of them are held by men. I think
this is in part due to the fact that when they were at uni and doing
their PhDs there were fewer women doing the same thing, and in part
due to the ‘boys club’ idea. As we are seeing more females coming out
with PhDs, numbers of female academics are on the rise. Compared
to when I completed my undergraduate degree there are many more
women lecturing and running their own research labs. Hopefully as the
number of females in science grows we will continue to see this pattern.

When asked whether I feel disadvantaged to be a woman in
science I have to say that my answer is ‘no’. My mentors (both male
and female) have never made me feel limited because of my gender.
I believe that my fortunate situation is the result of much trail blazing
by those who have come before me and is quite possibly also due to the
infancy of my career in science. Another possibility is that my lack of
bad experiences is due to the sexual ambiguity of my name!
Despite my positive personal experiences to date, it is clear that
gender imbalances exist in science, with remarkable recent research
demonstrating that people in science (both male and female) are
significantly biased towards males.

Dr Alexendra Campbell

Of additional concern to me is how to combine having a family
with a competitive career. All women need to take at least a little bit of
time off to have babies, which negatively affects their own track record
as well as the outputs of any research projects they’re involved in. It
doesn’t end there, either. Research has shown that even when women
work full time in challenging , high-level jobs, they do (on average) far
more than 50% of the parenting. But perhaps this last issue is more of a
social problem than one peculiar to science.
Thanks to my fantastic female role models and my lucky (?) ride
so far, I feel optimistic about my career, regardless of my gender. I also
believe that, when challenged, most women will simply fight and work
harder to get where they want to be, prevailing in science or whichever
career they choose for themselves.
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Dr Mariana Mayer Pinto

Kimberley Millers

I always get a bit scared when someone asks me about ‘Women in
Science’. The main reason for this is, because the way I see it, if we still
need to have discussions as specific as these (i.e. ‘Women in Science’),
it is a sign that things are not as equal as they should be. We should
be writing about PEOPLE in Science, not about Women, Men, Black,
White, etc… We are scientists and full stop. Some of us happen to
be women (which I personally think it is a great thing)! So, I started
thinking of why there is still a need to address this issue. Unfortunately,
the answer is because things are not as equal as they should be. For
instance, of the almost 500 living fellows of the Australian Academy of
Science, 92% are men and only 8% are women! Last year, not even one
of the 37 short-listed candidates for election was a woman! In addition,
although there are more women finishing their Science degrees at
universities than men, men occupy the great majority of permanent
positions at universities. So, why is this happening? In my personal
opinion (and being simplistic), one of the main reasons is that women
give birth. A scientific career usually starts developing when the person
is in their late 20’s, early 30’s, which happens to be the same time that
women ‘have’ to decide whether they want to have a family or not.
Having a family means that women will stop working for a while and
that will affect their track record, which consequently, put women in
a disadvantage position straight away. And so the dilemma starts…
But there shouldn’t be a dilemma at all - Women should be able to
start their families and have a successful and recognised career. Many
women (thankfully!) manage to do this very successfully, serving as a
role model for all us (some of these women are actually contributing to
this piece). The truth is that, unfortunately, most women still struggle
to juggle their families and their scientific careers because of the exigencies that such careers demand. So, until us scientists, the government,
funding agencies and universities all around the world start taking
notice of this issue and start supporting more ‘us’, ‘Women in Science’
and start creating new ways of stopping these ridiculous and embarrassing gender imbalance, we will still have to write and read about
‘Women in Science’, instead of ‘People in Science’.

I joined AMSA in 2009 and then national council in 2011. I was enthusiastic
to be part of a much larger community of marine scientists and professionals. As
a student, I attended my first AMSA conference in Wollongong (2009) and spent
most of my time in awe at the quality and depth of scientific research being undertaken by members. This type of friendly and conversational experience from AMSA
conferences is a highlight of my time with the association. I continue to look forward
to our annual conference each year and I seem to meet more and more professionals
from around Australia with outstanding research discoveries to match. AMSA has
given me the opportunity to engage and communicate with a range of students and
scientists from a wide range of marine disciplines. As an AMSA national councillor,
being apart of the dynamic team leading the directions of the association has been a
great experience. It’s given me the opportunity to contribute to the AMSA community at an important time where we are embarking on new developments for members
and marine science. One aspect I have taken away from my short time with the
AMSA community is the combined passion for marine science that members have
and their desire to make a difference in marine science both here in Australia and
at a global scale.
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Prejudices still abound in many disciplines but I’m happy to say
that, as a woman in science, I have yet to encounter discrimination
relating to my gender. I am also lucky enough to collaborate with
many successful female peers who manage to “have it all” and remain
at the cutting edge of research. However, it isn’t all roses and sunshine.
“Having it all” takes incredible organization, determination and
supportive employment conditions. Unfortunately, women remain
under-represented in global science communities because in many
workplaces having a family can still be damaging to a career. Thankfully, there have been attempts to address gender imbalances and
I’ve found AMSA to particularly supportive of all marine scientists.
Academic and student members of AMSA will experience a supportive and constructive forum regardless of gender. I also applaud articles
such as this one that expose both the positives and negatives of being a
woman in science, but I hope in my career to see a day when we can
take gender out of the equation and just focus on the science.

Dr Katherine Dafforn

Oceans Policy
Science Advisory
Group
Assoc Prof. Sabine Dittmann
On March 12th, the report from OPSAG entitled
“Marine Nation 2025: Marine Science to Support
Australia’s Blue Economy” was launched by the Hon
Chris Bowen MP, then Minister for Tertiary Education,
Skills, Science and Research. This document was a
long time in the making, and a proud event to have
the launch in Parliament House, Canberra. It was a
well-attended evening, with speeches by John Gunn
(Chair of OPSAG), and representatives from the
Commonwealth Fisheries Association (Martin Exel),
the resource industry (Mike Seymour) and Australian
Navy (Rear Admiral Mark Purcell).
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The report outlines six major challenges;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sovereignty, security and natural hazards
Energy security
Food security
Biodiversity conservation and ecosystem
health
Dealing with climate change, and
Optimal resource allocation.

The marine science needed to address these
challenges is outlined, as well required investments in
infrastructure, human capabilities and communication.
Copies of the report are available through the AIMS
website (http://www.aims.gov.au/opsag), as advised in
an amsalist email in March.
The report also includes a proposed new governance structure for marine science in the country, and
I encourage everyone to have a read. Some discussions
will continue to finalise the approaches outlined in
this report and, as always, I like to collect feedback to
properly represent AMSA at OPSAG.
OPSAG members received a call in late March to

report

provide input into a questionnaire from the IOC on
sustained oceanographic observation and services.
Lynnath Beckley kindly coordinated AMSA’s feedback
to this questionnaire. All information was collated by
the Bureau of Meteorology for a national response
from Australia.

Proposed
changes to
the AMSA
Constitution,
2013
Assoc. Prof. Sabine Dittmann
As outlined in the article on the history of AMSA’s
constitution on page 62, and previously advised,
a Council working group has been looking into a
revision of our current constitution, with assistance
from AMSA member Chris Smalley. Regular updates
of constitutions are recommended, so they reflect how
an association is actually running and seeks to run in
the future, and are compliant with current legislation.
It has emerged that this cannot be easily achieved
through further edits of the constitution. Over time,
the constitution and the founding legislation have
diverged considerably, due to the progressive changes
made to both. We are thus working on changes that
will not only achieve consistency within the document
and with AMSA’s way of doing business (main focus
of previous revisions), but also achieve closer alignment with the format of the Model Rules (within the
Associations Incorporation Regulations (ACT)) and
other provisions in ACT law. The intended result is
for AMSA to have a constitution that is in tune with
current law.
Key points of the revision include:
• adoption of certain parts of the Model Rules,
including further definitions, while retaining
the necessary and desirable parts of the current

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

constitution (note – Model Rules will apply
wherever a constitution is silent on a matter);
restructure of the constitution to align with that
of the Model Rules;
adoption of wording from relevant acts, where
appropriate, and deletion of text where references to acts would be sufficient (generally,
provisions in statutes over-ride those in a
constitution);
provisions for rolling membership fees and
streamlined membership processes;
changes in Council composition; removing the
office-bearer roles of Assistant Secretary and
Editor, yet creating a role of Communication
Officer;
removal of Membership Registrar (which is not
a requirement in law) – function attaches to
Secretary;
clarifications of current procedures for elections, voting, meetings, quorum as well as
vacancies on Council and other committees, in
line with Model Rules; and
for constituent bodies, clarifications regarding
procedures for membership, funds and submissions.

A draft with detailed annotations on proposed
changes will be send to AMSA members in June for
discussion at the annual general meeting.

AUSTRALIAN MARINE SCIENCES ASSOCIATION
INC
Annual General Meeting
10.10 am, Thursday 5th July 2012, Wrest Point
Hotel, Hobart, Tasmania
Minutes
1.
Welcome
Lynnath Beckley welcomed everyone to the meeting.
Members present: Karen Miller, Frances Michaelis, Lynnath
Beckley, Kylie Pitt, Craig Styan, Sabine Dittmann, Jason Everett, Karen
Hillman, Mary Gardner, Kim Millers, Marie Sinoir, Annie Ford, Tim
Lynch, Mark Baird, Nicole Hill, Arnold Dekker, Kim Friedman, Douglas
Anderson, Dale Mediette, Troy Gaston, Luke Hedge, Mailie Gall, Sarah
Graham, Agi Gedeon, Jan Carey, Anthony Boxshall, David McElroy,
Martina Doblin, Karen O’Neill, Maria Schreider, Tom Trnski, Jeff Leis,
Nerida Wilson, David Day, Marta Slawuta, Shirley Sorokin, Narelle Hall,
Patti Virtue, Prue Addison, Joel Williams, Rob Day, Ana Bugnot, Will
Figueira, Shea Cameron, David Rudd, Adam Pope, Kathryn McMahon,
Ed Butler.
2.
Apologies
Claire Smallwood, Norm Duke, Maria Byrne, Joe Baker, Peter
Davie, Chico Burrell, Russell Tait, Gina Newton.

cont on page 54
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Feature

Protecting the
giants
The giant kelp forests off the coast of Tasmania have been declared Australia’s first
marine protected community. Dr Gina Newton takes us through the epic process.

G

iant Kelp Marine Forests of South East
Australia (Giant Kelp Forests) were listed as
a threatened ecological community under
Australia’s premier environmental law in August
2012. The Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act (EPBC Act) lists nationally threatened ecological communities, threatened species and
other matters of national environmental significance
as defined under the Act.
Listing of Giant Kelp Forests is a milestone
event, as this is the first marine ecological community to be recognised as threatened and listed for
protection in Australia and, possibly, the world.
Listing of marine threatened ecological communities represents an effective approach to seascapescale conservation at a national level, that complements other protective measures such as marine
parks and reserves.
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The Giant Kelp Forest’s ecological community is
mainly found in state waters from Eddystone Point
in the north east of Tasmania along the eastern
coastline and around to the southern coast as far
as Port Davey. They can also occur, but are less
well known, on the northern and western coasts of
Tasmania and in the coastal waters off Victoria and
southeast South Australia, where conditions are
favourable.

What does the listing mean?
Giant Kelp Forests was listed as an ‘endangered’
ecological community (other conservation categories under the Act are ‘vulnerable’ and ‘critically
endangered’). This means that developments and
actions that may result in a significant detrimental
impact on the community will now require referral
and assessment under the Act.

Why are kelp forests important?
In addition to their ecological significance and
rich biodiversity, Giant Kelp Forests provide valuable ecosystem services for the local environment,
such as creating habitat for commercially significant marine species like black lip abalone (Haliotis
rubra) and southern rock lobster (Jasus edwardsii),
filtering sediments, and protecting the coastline
from storm damage. These marine forests are also
considered to be important carbon sinks which
can hold over 80 000 tonnes of carbon per square
kilometre (more than double that of some terrestrial forests).
Giant Kelp Forests are being progressively lost
due to a range of threats, including a warming of
sea surface temperature caused by climate change,
invasive species, and changing land use and coastal
activities that contribute to increased sedimentation and biodiversity loss. Despite occurring
across three State jurisdictions (i.e. TAS, VIC, SA),
the ecological community has a very restricted
geographic distribution. This is based on both a
small area of occupancy and the generally small and
fragmented distribution of patches. Available data
suggests that losses have been up to 90% of visible
canopy at some sites, particularly along the eastern
Tasmanian coast over the past 30 years or more.
Past threats include direct harvesting operations
and scallop dredging activities. The ecological
community is also susceptible to large scale removal
by catastrophic storm events.

Kelp forests provide valuable ecosystem
services for the local environment and
are commercially important.

© Neville Barrett

In general terms under the EPBC Act, an ecological community is a natural collection of plants
and animals that live together and interact within
a geographic region or habitat type. Although kelp,
Macrocystis pyrifera, is widely distributed, it is the
giant morphological expression (i.e. forest-forming)
of the species that is the key diagnostic characteristic for defining the listed ecological community. In
cold nutrient rich waters, M. pyrifera can develop
tall vertical structures in the water column, typically between eight to 35 m bsl, and these can form a
dense layer of fronds floating on the water surface
(i.e. canopy-like). Together these structures form
a ‘forest’, creating habitat for high levels of marine
faunal biodiversity in the water-column and on
the seabed, including many species that are unique
and/or endemic to the region. These marine forests
can also be habitat for several threatened marine
species listed under the EPBC Act, such as the red
handfish (Thymichthys politus) and Ziebell’s handfish (Brachiopsilus ziebelli).

The Giant Kelp Forests ecological community
represents a classic case-study for the threat of
climate change. South-east Tasmania has one of the
longest records of sea surface temperature for any
Australian marine waters. Records from the Maria
Island station show that the observed warming on
the east coast of Tasmania is three times the global
average (at 2.28° C per century), with a significant
1° C rise in sea surface temperature found between
1944 and 1998 [1]. This is primarily caused by the
increased strength and southward extension of the
Eastern Australian Current (EAC) bringing warmer
water from the north. Progression of the EAC has
also resulted in a southward spread of the invasive
sea urchin, Centrostephanus rodgersii, which is
renowned for grazing algae, including giant kelp,
and creating wastelands or ‘barrens’ of subtidal
reef areas. This urchin remains a major threat to
the structure and composition of the Tasmanian
component of the Giant Kelp Forest’s ecological
community.
On making his momentous announcement on
the listing of the Giant Kelp Marine Forests of
South East Australia threatened ecological community, Minister for the Environment, Tony Bourke
said,
“These are the jungles we cannot see and are
among our great natural treasures. They can stand
more than 20 metres tall from the seabed to the
surface and the abundance of kelp can be as thick
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as a jungle, providing a haven for marine life. By
protecting this vital ecological community, the
Government is ensuring the long-term conservation of one of Australia’s most threatened marine
ecological communities. A listing under national
environment law will provide Giant Kelp Forests with
consistent and effective protection across its national
distribution over three state water jurisdictions”.
Further information on the Giant Kelp Forests
listing, and on the listing and assessment processes
for threatened ecological communities and species
can be found through the Threatened Species
Scientific Committee pages on the Department of
Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and
Communities (SEWPaC) website [2].
Following on from the listing of the inaugural
marine threatened ecological community, it is
hoped that other high priority marine nominations
will be put forward. A public nomination period
occurs annually between November and March.
The nomination form and Listing Guidelines are
available on the SEWPaC website (and contact the
Department for further information and guidance if needed [3]). Selection of the highest priority
nominations for threatened ecological communities
is guided by the Listing Guidelines and a Prioritisation Framework that assist in the determination of
eligibility and the conservation benefits from EPBC
Act protection.

References
[1]

Current Tasmanian Ocean Temperatures http://www.redmap.org.

au/resources/impact-of-climate-change-on-the-marine-environment/
ocean-temperature/
[2]

see http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/index.html

[3]

see http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/nominations.
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cont from page 51
3.

Minutes of the 2011 Annual General Meeting

3.1 Confirmation of minutes
Acceptance of the minutes proposed by Sabine Dittmann and
seconded by Karen Hillman.
3.2 Matters arising from the minutes (not elsewhere on agenda)
No matters arising.
4.
President’s report on activities of Association
Lynnath Beckley (LB) presented a comprehensive report of the
activities of the Association over the past year. During the past year
AMSA has continued as the peak association of marine scientists in
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Australia. Membership fluctuates with various comings and goings
but we have now reached over 1,000 marine scientists on our books.
My tenure as President has exposed me to the amazing diversity of
AMSA members around our island continent, their passion for marine
science, their multiplicity of skills and talents, and their wide range of
opinions!
The AMSA Council elected at the 2011 AGM in Fremantle saw PhD
student, Kimberley Millers come on board and old hand, Dr Emma
Johnston was later co-opted to occupy a vacancy. Council met three
times during the year, twice in Hobart and once in Melbourne, as
well as conducting considerable business by email and tele-conference. First and foremost, I would like to thank all Councillors for their
collegiality, hard work and careful consideration of issues pertaining to marine science in Australia. In particular, I wish to thank the
Executive for their strong support and wise counsel. My appreciation
of year-to-year continuity in leadership in scientific associations
has grown considerably in the past few years and I believe that the
AMSA rolling executive model with vice president, president and past
president enhances the running of the Association. Special thanks
to Sabine Dittmann and Anthony Boxshall who have been trusty
sounding boards and Karen Miller for secretarial duties. Craig Styan
has brought scientific logic and clear thinking to the task of treasurer.
He will present the Association’s financial statements shortly which
will, amongst other things, highlight the surplus generated at the 2011
conference. This was largely thanks to a remarkable sponsorship
chase by the WA committee and a late flurry of single day registrants
from the consultancy sector many of whom, after enjoying a day at the
conference, decided to return for a second day! Thanks also to our
business manager, Narelle Hall, for managing our AMSA membership
and website on a contractual basis during the year.
Most members interact with AMSA through their local branches
and this is fundamental to the success and vibrancy of AMSA. During
my tenure as president, I have set out to strengthen the links between
Council and AMSA branches. We have a standing item on branch
activities on the Council agenda and, during the year, I have been in
regular contact with the various branch presidents. Thank you Karen
Hillman (WA), Steve Madigan (SA), Andrew Scardino (Vic), Melanie
Bishop (NSW), Karen Edyvane (NT), Troy Gaston (Tas) and Peter
Davie (SE Qld) for your positive responses and suggestions. AMSA
is currently trying to get a branch started in Canberra and once the
International Coral Reef Symposium is over, hopefully the NQld branch
of AMSA will get back on track. In terms of our AMSA constitution,
branches are “constituent bodies” and technically should comply with
the constitution. In addition to the inclusion of financial transactions
of branches in our annual audited reports, Council has recommended
that branches try and align with a 2-year term for branch president.
This will help to keep branches vibrant and avoid the fatigue that sets
in when people get stuck with the job for too long. I note that there
have been several branch AGMs recently and welcome Matt Harvey,
Joel Williams, Will Figuera, Mark Baird and Kylie Pitt who have all
been elected as branch presidents in the past few months. Yesterday evening we had a good meeting of branch committee members
attending the conference and it is really great to see such enthusiasm
and good ideas.
Now to turn to some of the activities of the past year: It seems
to have been the year of the submission, brought about largely
through the rolling out of the draft plans for the marine protected
areas for the Commonwealth waters. Council made submissions
on the South-west, North-west, North and temperate East plans and
supported a scientific consensus statement on the Coral Sea Plan.
AMSA made formal submissions to the House of Representatives
inquiries into “Australia’s biodiversity in a changing climate” and the
“Role of science in fisheries and aquaculture”. We also commented
on a document from Safe Work Australia on the draft model Code
of Practice: Managing Risks Associated with Diving Work and also
prepared a response to DAFF on proposed Australian biofouling
management requirements. AMSA wrote to the minister for Science
& Research to voice our objection to the recent ARC decision to
deny museum-affiliated researchers eligibility to apply for Discovery
projects. We also provided comment on a document entitled “Effective communication of marine science to the Australian community”

which had been prepared by an expert working group.
AMSA has a clear position statement on Marine Protected Areas
together with a substantial supporting document. As our position
statements usually have a life of about five years, during the past year
Council has updated the MPA position statement and this was recently
uploaded onto the website. I encourage members in branches to refer
to this document when involved in the never ending MPA debate; it will
probably save you lots of time!
Our vice president, Sabine Dittmann has been active on the
high-level Oceans Policy Scientific Advisory Group, where AMSA has
an important role in representing non-agency scientists, in particular.
Frances Michaelis is currently the Aquatic Cluster representative
on the Board of Science and Technology Australia (ex FASTS). It
represents 68,000 scientists through their various societies. Late last
year STA hosted a workshop entitled “Helping scientific societies
prosper” which covered, amongst numerous topics, fundraising, cost-effective online presence, legal issues, new media and
communication tools, conference and event management as well a
panel discussion on growing/declining membership. STA also hosted
an extremely well-attended “Science meets Policy” workshop that
several AMSA members attended and which was reported on in the
AMSA Bulletin. The annual “Science Meets Parliament” will be held
on 17-18th September this year and nominations for the two AMSA
delegates will shortly be called for.
Our Bulletin has continued under the able editorship of Claire
Smallwood and most members have now signed up to receive the
electronic version of the Bulletin – a considerable saving to our
finances. Claire has streamlined much of the production but is looking
to hand over the reins after the next issue. We have been in discussions with some other early career researchers who have expressed
interest in this CV enhancing role.
At last year’s AGM, members approved the expenditure of
funds for re-development of our ageing website. As it houses all our
databases that are vital for AMSA’s continued well being, it cannot be
a simple front-end revamp. Council appointed a sub-committee lead
by Anthony Boxshall to look at options and we invited a web-designer
from Melbourne to brief us on suitable options for an organization such
as AMSA. At the latest Council meeting, the sub-committee reported
on their deliberations to date. We sincerely hope the new website will
be up and running during our Golden Jubilee year.
And now some comments on conferences. The one in Fremantle was a hard act to follow but the Tassie team has done us proud
with this Marine Extremes joint conference with the Kiwis. We are
delighted by the attendance and wide diversity of talks, and I would
like to congratulate and thank Tim Lynch, Karen Miller, Mark Baird and
their teams of helpers for all their hard work in putting this conference
together. Also, special thanks to Bob Hickman of NZMSS for his
sage advice and steady adherence to principle and process. AMSA
conferences are not small endeavours and have sizeable budgets. As
AMSA National actually underwrites the conference, and the branch
hosts the conference at the invitation of Council, I think it is very
important that the distinct roles of the Council, local organising and
scientific committees, and the hired PCO are clearly understood – and
sometimes things are much more complicated than they appear to be.
My thanks to the Council sub-committees who spent much time
considering the various nominations for the Allen, Jubilee and Technical Awards. With this coming year the Golden Jubilee of AMSA we
trust that members will make a special effort to nominate deserving
scientists for the prestigious Jubilee award. It takes a fair amount of
time to prepare a good nomination so start thinking now and maybe
diarise early 2013 to get cracking on this to ensure they are ready by
end February.
Finally, I look forward to my role as Immediate Past President
after this AGM and wish the Association continued success in its
endeavours to advance marine science in Australia. Thank you for the
privilege of being able to serve as the President of such a prestigious
scientific association.

Acceptance of the president’s report was proposed by Rob Day
and seconded by Paul Gribben.
5.
Treasurer’s report
The treasurer, Craig Styan, presented the financial statements
and auditor’s report. He noted that there was a surplus rather than the
projected loss. This was due to memberships increasing following the
Perth conference, success of the Perth conference, increased Bulletin
advertising, reduced Bulletin costs associated with going electronic,
and carry-over of funds to redevelop the AMSA web site. Investments
were performing as expected, and other running costs were close to
budgeted.
Acceptance of the treasurer’s report was proposed by Tim Lynch
and seconded by Tom Trnski.
6.
Appointment of auditors
Council recommended that AMSA continue with the current
auditors, Brown, Macauley and Warren, Chartered Accountants. There
were no objections.
7.

Business

7.1
40 year members
Rob Day, Neville Exxon and Ross Quinn were ratified as 40
year members of AMSA
7.2
Website upgrade
Anthony Boxshall gave a brief update on progress towards
redeveloping the AMSA Website, including development of the brief
that includes transitioning the existing database and ensuring a portal
for communication. It is planned for the new web site to be in place
during the Golden Jubilee year. Council is currently seeking quotes.
7.3
Future conferences
The AMSA Conference will be held on the Gold Coast in 2013, and
in Canberra in 2014
8.
Election of officers
Nominations for 11 council members were received by the due
date. These included:
President: Sabine Dittmann
Vice President: Tim Lynch
Treasurer: Craig Styan
Secretary: Karen Miller
Assistant Secretary: Paul Gribben
Councillors: Anthony Boxshall, Jason Everett, Emma 		
Johnson, Gina Newton, Jan-Olaf Meynecke, 			
Kimberley Millers
These nominations were accepted.
Late nominations were received for
Editor: Luke Hedge
Councillors: Frances Michaelis, Troy Gaston, Arnold 		
Dekker
LB called for additional nominations from the floor. None were
forthcoming. The late nominations were accepted.
Sabine Dittmann (incoming president) (SD) thanked LB on behalf
of council for her efforts as President for the past two years and her
contributions to AMSA.
9.

Any other business

None arising
10.	Next meeting: Gold Coast, July 2013
SD declared the meeting closed at 10:55am
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Feature

living
harbour
D y na m ic S c i e n c e
The Sydney Harbour Research Program (SHRP) is a flagship

initiative from the Sydney Institute of Marine Science (SIMS). It
was launched in 2011 as a collaboration of scientists from a range
of disciplines, from oceanographers, to biologists and sociologists.
The aim of the program is to expand our understanding of the
diversity and dynamics of Sydney Harbour and how human
actions influence our underwater world. Dr Inke Falkner, Outreach
Coordinator at SIMS, explores the natural world underneath
Sydney’s jewel, and brings us up to date on the progress of this
exciting new program.

S

ydney Harbour is unarguably Australia’s most
iconic estuarine system, it is renowned for its
natural beauty and this beauty emanates from the
complexity of inlets formed by the drowning of a
river valley. Sydney Harbour hosts a diversity of marine
habitats and associated biodiversity. Having grown up in
Germany and only knowing Hamburg Harbour, which
is one of the largest commercial harbours in Europe,
I am always astonished at the richness of marine life
under Sydney’s natural jewel.
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Sydney estuary is carved into ancient sandstone
and shale and boasts an incredible diversity of habitats.
Subtidal and intertidal rocky reefs, sandy beaches, and
mudflats can be found within metres of each other.
The foreshore east of the Harbour Bridge is fringed
by kelp forests, intertidal rock platforms and boulder

fields. Patches of seagrass beds can be found amoung
the shallow sandy bays around the harbour. Further
upstream, mangroves frame the foreshore. More than
twice the number of fish species have been recorded
from Sydney Harbour (550) than for the entire coast of
the United Kingdom (200).
It is this abundance and richness that has attracted human settlements for several thousand years. For
much of that time Sydney Harbour was a major source
of food, providing the local population with a wealth of
fresh, nutritious and abundant seafood. Rock carvings,
archaeological deposits of shells (middens), and historic
correspondence of early settlers are evidence of this rich
past. These days the harbour may not be a primary
source of food, but it is still a part of everyday life for
many Sydneysiders who go fishing, canoeing, sailing,
boating, and diving in the harbour or use harbour
ferries as their main means of transport.
Since British colonisation in 1788, the City of Sydney
has steadily grown on its southern shore and 75% of the
city’s northern boundary is still formed by the harbour
foreshore. 185,000 people live in the City of Sydney

Local Government Area (SCLGA). The Greater Sydney
Metropolitan Area (GSMA) however, is home to over
4.63 M residents. This is in an area that stretches over
60 km south, almost 30 km north, and 50 km west of
the city centre. The population in this area continues to
rise and is 1.9 % higher in 2013, than in 2010. Population density in the GSMA is around 380 people.km−2,
compared with the NSW State average of 9.1 people.
km−2 . The total floor space in 2006 for multipurpose
use in the city itself is in excess of 32 million m2, making
it one of the top 20 largest CBD office markets in the
world.
This development comes with it’s own threats and
stressors. Just over 50% of the foreshore has been
armoured, 90% of the catchment is urbanized or industrialized and the harbour is infamous with regards to
the extent of metal contaminants in benthic sediments
and macroalgae. Metals, hydrocarbons, dioxins and
other pollutants in sediments are long-lasting remnants
of an industrial past and continue to be a problem in
stormwater run-off. Water quality is always of concern
where large urban centres are developed adjacent to
waterways.

over 50 % of sydney’s shoreline is ‘armoured’, 90 % of it’s
catchement is urbanised, and it is infamous in regards to
it’s sediment contamination. Despite this, there are more
species of fish in the harbour, than for the entire coast of
the united kingdom.
©Deposit Photos
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The Sydney Harbour Research Program
There is no central repository for scientific information in Sydney Harbour. Researchers at local universities
and government agencies have studied many of Sydney’s
threats and stressors extensively. For example, sediment
contamination loads and distributions of habitats are
well documented. The effects of artificial structures and
contaminants on native biota have also been studied.
More recently the links between artificial structures
and the invasibility of native systems surrounding them
have been investigated. The Sydney Harbour Research
Program (SHRP) has been established to aggregate and
incubate knowledge on Sydney Harbour. It is the latest
initiative by the Sydney Institute of Marine Science
(SIMS), it’s singular aim; to study the highly urbanised
estuary at its doorstep. To that end, SHRP scientists
are focusing on three broad themes: ‘threats and pressures’; ‘ecosystem resilience’ and ‘mitigation and future
proofing’ of the harbour. Expertise comes from the
four main universities in Sydney (Macquarie University, University of Sydney, The University of New South
Wales, University of Technology, Sydney), the Australian Museum, NSW Office of Environment and Heritage

and the NSW Department of Primary Industries. All have
come together to collaborate in research and fill critical
knowledge gaps.

What do we know?
The first task Harbour Program scientists tackled is
a review of all the scientific information that has been
published about Sydney Harbour so far. Coordinated by
program director, Assoc. Prof. Emma Johnston from the
University of New South Wales (who is also a member of
the AMSA National Council), and SIMS Research Fellow
(and AMSA Bulletin Editor) Luke Hedge, the review aims
to be an up-to-date synthesis of scientific research in
Sydney Harbour. A systematic examination of published
literature was complemented by questionnaires sent to
hundreds of Sydney scientists, and a workshop attended
by senior SIMS researchers. Almost 280 papers are
included in the review. A range of habitats are discussed
in detail together with the main physical parameters that
influence harbour biology on a worldwide, and then local
scale.
The second half of the review discusses a number of
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threats that are negatively impacting on the biodiversity and ecosystem function of the harbour. The aims of
the review are twofold; to highlight the wealth of information available for Sydney Harbour and to expose
research needs. The review will be published in full on
the Harbour Program website www.harbourprogram.
sims.org.au.

The first taxonomic examination of Sydney Harbour
For the first time in history, scientists at the Australian Museum have examined the museum database to
estimate diversity of Sydney Harbour. AMSA Jubilee
Award winner Patricia Hutchings and colleagues
focused on records of crustaceans, molluscs, polychaetes, echinoderms and fishes. The database returned
an astonishing 20000+ records of more than 3000
species, with molluscs being the most species rich.
There are more molluscs in Sydney Harbour than fishes
and crustaceans combined. The study is now in press
at Australian Zoologist and certainly highlights the
remarkable richness of Sydney Harbour fauna.

Communicating the science of Sydney Harbour
Another major component of the Harbour Program
focuses on public outreach. By engaging citizens in
the science conducted at their doorstep we can build
support for evidence-based environmental management of our natural assets. SIMS recently appointed
me to develop, together with SHRP scientists, tools to
engage and excite adults and children about science
and to help them develop their science skills. Science is
not exclusive. On the contrary, we are all curious, and
science skills help us translate this curiosity into structured inquiry. Estuaries offer a fantastic opportunity to
engage with science. Understanding estuaries requires
an understanding of many biological concepts and
scientific thinking skills.
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We are already engaged in a number of projects. In
August, Director Assoc. Prof. Emma Johnston, Deputy
Director Dr Paul Gribben (also an AMSA National
Councillor), and Prof. David Booth launched the SHRP
website and Online Interactive Field Guide for the fishes
of Sydney Harbour at a public talk at the University of
Technology, Sydney. The website presents facts about
Sydney Harbour, lists current research projects and
highlights new research findings. The content of the
website is constantly being updated and more information added. You can also find “theharbourprogram” on
facebook and twitter. These online tools allow easy access
to reliable information about Sydney Harbour. Thanks
to the hard work and persistence of Geoff Shuetrim the
website also links to an interactive field guide for fishes

One of The Harbour Program’s goals is ‘To Excite’. A series of workshops, cruises,
tours and childrens activities are planned at the Sydney institute of Marine science
©Luke Hedge

of Sydney Harbour. Currently the guide includes 464 fish, biodiversity in Sydney Harbour, learn about the problems
shark and ray species that have been recorded in Sydney associated with an urbanised estuary and get an insight
into how scientists are working on solving those problems.
Harbour and anyone can log sightings.
The cruise also aims to give some historic background on
We have now created a workshop named “Man-made marine research in Sydney and the human connection
Versus Wild”, which encourages teenagers to explore to the harbour environment. Where better than on the
the biology of artificial marine structures first hand on harbour in a small historic steam ship can we learn about
live samples. It is not difficult to excite children about this extraordinary estuary.
the ocean. Kids love looking at the weird creatures that
inhabit the ocean, scrambling over rock platforms and
The Sydney Harbour Research Program is in its early
beachcombing. One key message that we would like to days, but a number of interesting research and communicommunicate to children is that most activities conduct- ty outreach projects are already on their way with many
ed in the marine environment have an effect on habitats more to come. Personally, I am looking forward to reportand biodiversity. Artificial structures placed into the ing on interesting new research findings, collaborating on
harbour attract many non-indigenous species and have exciting citizen science projects, working with children
been shown to support vastly different communities and teachers and sharing this extraordinary harbour with
compared to adjacent natural reefs. A fact that many people from different walks of life.
people would not be aware of!
If you would like to know more about the Harbour
Another exciting project SHRP has embarked on is Program please visit our website at http://harbourprogram.
the development of an ‘educational’ harbour cruise, run sims.org.au or contact me via email at inke.falkner@sims.
in conjunction with the Sydney Heritage Fleet. The cruise org.au
is offered monthly and takes 25 passengers to a number
of beautiful locations that are of ecological significance.
Cruise participants are introduced to the astonishing
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report

The AMSA
ConstitutionIts History
Chris Smalley
Honorary Life Member
Council of the Australian Marine Sciences
Association is once again reviewing the Association’s
constitution. I was involved (as Hon. Secretary) in
production of the current document of 2004 and
will be contributing to Council’s work this time. It
has been my wish since 2004 to sit down and track
development of the AMSA Constitution from its very
beginning. The request by the Bulletin editor for an
historical article on the constitution spurred me into
action on the project.
Any organisation that is active or is undergoing
change needs to keep its constitution under review.
Further, adjustments are sometimes necessary to keep
the document in line with the letter and spirit of the
current laws and to ensure organisational conduct is in
line with the ever-changing governance standards.
As articles elsewhere in this Bulletin will probably
note, AMSA was ‘brought into being by resolution
of a group of 43 people who met during the course
of ANZAAS in Sydney in August, 1962’. [ANZAAS
– Australian and New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science] A constitution was drawn
up for submission to the inaugural meeting of AMSA.
That inaugural meeting, held during the first AMSA
Congress on 18 and 19 May 1963 at Cronulla, adopted
a constitution. It was short by modern standards but
covered the essentials for this new unincorporated
body of marine scientists.
In the period to 1976, AMSA made frequent
amendments to its constitution and the document was
rewritten in preparation for AMSA’s incorporation
in the Australian Capital Territory that year. AMSA
continued to make amendments as needs arose.
A quick (and selective) comparison of the first and
current (2004) constitutions (see table) shows how
much and how little has changed over 40 years.
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I trust that readers who spend a moment to scan the
table will be enthused to contribute ideas and suggestions during the current review of the constitution.
Those who want to delve further may care to look
at the legislation of the Australian Capital Territory,
especially the Legislation Act 2001, the Associations
Incorporation Act 1991 and the Model Rules in the
regulations to that Act, which relate to associations
such as ours. Some Commonwealth laws also apply
and of course there is a whole suite of case law on
organisational and meeting procedure. Naturally, the
current constitution would be essential reading.

A. CHANGES TO THE ORIGINAL CLAUSES
First Constitution
Sections
Provisions
Covered

Current Constitution
Sections Covered Provisions

Comments

1. Name

The Australian Marine Sciences
Association

1. Name

The Australian Marine Sciences Association Incorporated

changed on incorporation

2. Objects

… to promote the marine sciences
in Australia …

5-6. Objects and Purposes
of the Association

… to promote, develop and assist in the
study of all branches of marine science in
Australia …

… to provide for the exchange of
ideas and information between
those concerned with marine
science.

… by means of publications, meetings,
symposia and such other methods as may
be considered appropriate, to provide for
the exchange of information and ideas
between those concerned with marine
science.
(6 sets out AMSA’s powers)

3. Membership

§ Ordinary, student and honorary
life members

7-8. Membership of the
Association

§ Another member to sponsor
new applicant

§ Another member to sponsor new
applicant

§ Ordinary - applicant to be
engaged in branch of marine
science research or a person
who can contribute

§ Simple majority of Council vote to pass
ordinary and student members

§ Student – admitted at discretion of Council

§ Hon life members elected by members
at AGM on nomination by Council

§ Simple majority of Council vote
to pass ordinary and student
members

§ Provisions for

Annual: each AGM to fix

Inaugural meeting wanted membership to be of those who were
actively engaged or had experience
in research on marine sciences
although persons who would contribute significantly to the objects
could also be admitted at discretion
of Council.
Would see the part-time or older
post-graduate student who would
be in receipt of income as not being
eligible for student membership: up
to Council to decide.

(a) resignation, cancellation and
cessation of membership

§ Hon life members elected by
members at AGM to recognise distinguished research in
marine science or meritorious
service to Association.
4. Subscription

§ Professional, student, corporate and
honorary life members (defined more
fully – intent much the same as originally)

(b) rights and liabilities of members
(c) corporate members

34. Annual Subscription

§ Annual: fixed by general meeting
§ Provisions for

Inaugural meeting agreed on one
pound for ordinary and ten shillings
for student members.

(a) differential rates
(b) honorary members
(c) determining financial membership
(d) fee due and payable on the day of
AMSA’s financial year
5. Management of the
Association

To manage affairs of Association
between general meetings

23. Affairs of Association
to be Managed by Council

Committee of management termed
‘Council of the Australian Marine Sciences
Association Incorporated’ to manage the
affairs of the Association (listing given).

§ President, Vice-President,
Secretary, Treasurer and three
others (no more than 4 from
any one state or territory)

24. Officers of the Association

§ President, Vice-President, the immediate Past-President, Treasurer, Secretary,
Assistant Secretary and Editor and ten
ordinary councillors

§ Ordinary and hon life members
only

25. Constitution of the
Council

§ One designated as Membership Registrar

§ Keep minutes of general and
Council meetings

24A. Secretary and
Minutes

§ President provisions

§ Conduct correspondence for
AMSA
Elect at AGM with vacancies in
between filled by Council

§ Keep minutes of general and Council
meetings
§ Minutes signing provision

27. Election of Councillors

(unchanged, but processes set out)
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6. Council meetings

§ At least 2 meetings between
AGMs

29. Meetings of the Council and of Sub-Committees

§ Held as President and Secretary
in consultation deem necessary
or on request from 3 Council
members, with latter to occur
within 3 weeks of receipt of
request

§ Once in connection with each AGM and
at least twice between AGMs as Council
or President may determine

Now, provisions generally applying
also to sub-committees

§ Additional may be convened by President, or any three Councillors
§ Quorum 4, to include those participating electronically
§ What to do if quorum not present

§ Quorum 4, although, except
in certain cases, allowing
postal voting by remote Council
members

§ President (or if absent, the Vice-President) to chair meetings of Council – if
neither present, members present elect
the chair

§ (from section 5) President (or
if absent, the Vice-President)
to chair meetings of Council
– if neither present, members
present elect the chair

§ Provisions for
(a) notice of meeting
(b) business at meeting
(c) voting, including proxy voting
(d) circulating resolutions
(e) participation by electronic means
(f) capacity of Council to act and validity
of actions

7. Finance

§ Treasurer to keep books of
account

10. Accounts

§ Treasurer to present statement
of receipts and expenditure
at each Council and general
meeting
§ AMSA monies into AMSA’s bank
account

11. Banking
Now, more prescriptive and broader
application.

§ payments, on signature by
Treasurer and by President or
Secretary, subject to authorisation by Council

8. Annual general
meeting

under ‘Annual general meeting’
AGM to appoint auditor

12. Auditor

Treasurer to have books of account audited before each AGM

13. Audit

§ Held in conjunction with
ANZAAS meetings in Australia:
when ANZAAS not in Australia,
as decided at previous AGM

14. Annual General
Meeting

§ Held annually, 5 months from end of
financial year
§ Convened by Council

§ Quorum 20

§ Ordinary business (listed) and also any
special business

§ If no quorum, Council deemed
re-elected

(see also ‘General Meetings’ below)

§ Ordinary business (listed)
§ Ordinary and hon life members
may vote
§ Except on constitution, voting
by simple majority

©Sharon Every
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Inaugural meeting saw ANZAAS as
inevitably bringing more scientists
together than would any other
event.

9. General meetings

§ Term ‘general meeting’ given
for general meeting that is not
an AGM

15. Special General
Meeting

One-month

Note: technically, an AGM is a general meeting

§ Council to convene as it deems
necessary or on request by at least 10
members

§ Held in conjunction with any
AMSA Congresses taking place
between meetings of ANZAAS
or on request by at least 10
members
Does not include AGMs

Term ‘special general meeting’ given for
general meeting that is not an AGM

§ Can be convened by requisitionists if
not convened by Council
15A. Notice for General
Meetings

Includes AGMs
§ When no special resolutions, 14 days
§ When special resolution, 21 days
§ Bulletin may convey notice

Does not include AGMs
§ Business shall include (listed)

16. Business and Quorum
at General Meetings

§ Quorum 10

Includes AGMs
§ Business limited to that in notice,
except as is provided for AGMs
§ Members may nominate items
§ Other than ordinary business identified
for AGM, all business is special business
§ Quorum 15
§ What to do if quorum not present

From ‘Management of the Association’ President (or if absent, the
Vice-President) to chair meetings
of the Association – if neither
present, members present elect
the chair

17. President to Preside at
General Meetings

Includes AGMs

Does not include AGMs

20. Votes

Includes AGMs

By inference from section on
membership, ordinary and hon
life members may vote

President (or if absent, the Vice-President)
to chair general meetings – if neither present, members present elect the chair

§ Financial members may vote
§ Covers also proxy voting and casting
votes

under ‘Management of the
Association’, public statements in
AMSA’s name to be issued only
under Council’s authority

31. Public Statements

President, or Secretary in consultation
with the President, may make public statements on behalf of AMSA.

§ under ‘Management of the
Association’, editor for AMSA
publications elected by Council

33. Bulletin

(Editor now a Council position)
§ AMSA shall publish a periodical to be
known as Australian Marine Science
Bulletin, with at least 2 issues per financial year, either in print or electronically

§ If not a Council member, shall
be member ex officio

Inaugural meeting agreed that
circulation of the ‘newsletter’ was
ample justification for the formation
of AMSA.

§ Primary priority to fund publication and
distribution of Bulletin
10. Congresses

Held in association with each
AGM and at other times decided
by Council

11. Branches

§ Council may authorise formation of branches (on own
initiative or after petition)
§ Branches free to conduct own
affairs within bounds of AMSA
constitution and policy

(Annual conferences no longer mandatory but conferences provided for in the
objects.)
37. Constituent Bodies

Inaugural meeting divided on AMSA
being required to hold congresses
between those of ANZAAS.

§ Council may authorise formation of
constituent bodies (on own initiative or
after petition)
§ Bodies free to conduct own affairs
within bounds of AMSA constitution
and policy
§ Provisions also on
(a) administering funds
(b) return of assets to AMSA if body
ceases
(c) members of bodies must be AMSA
members
(d) issuing of public statements
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12. Special committees

§ Council may appoint special
committee

32. Sub-Committee and
Executive Committee

§ Specialist non-members may be
coopted

§ Council may appoint sub-committee
§ Persons may be coopted to sub-committee
§ Quorum 3 for sub-committee
§ Provisions for administering funds by
sub-committee
§ President, Secretary and one other
Council appointed for the purpose
by Councillor constitute an executive
committee
§ Purposes of executive committee
§ Subcommittee or executive committee
may meet and adjourn as it sees fit

13. Changes in constitution

§ By AGM or postal vote

39. Alteration of the Rules

§ 2/3 majority vote

§ By special resolution (3/4 majority vote
of financial members) at annual or
special general meeting.

§ One-month’s notice

§ At least 21 days notice
§ Amendment to objects and purposes of
AMSA not effective until notice lodged
with the Registrar of Incorporated
Societies
B. CLAUSES ADDED SINCE

2. Interpretation (includes definitions)
3. Association’s Office
4. Public Officer
9. Income and Property of the Association
18. Adjournment of General Meetings - Includes AGMs
19. Determination of Questions Arising at General Meetings - Includes AGMs
20A. Appointment of Proxies - Includes AGMs
21. Taking of Poll - Includes AGMs
22. When Poll to be Taken - Includes AGMs
26. Returning Officer
28. Vacation of Office
30. Disclosure of Interest in Contracts, etc
32A. Delegation by Council to Sub-Committee or Executive Committee
35. Financial Year (now 1 June to 30 May but inaugural meeting determined it be 1 July to 30 June)
36. Service of Notices
38. Disciplining of Members
40. Dissolution of the Association
41. Seal of the Association
Appendix 1. Application for Membership - Form provided
Appendix 2. Form for Appointment of Proxy - Form provided
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events is to encourage the skill development from
pre-university to postgraduate level.

AMSA Victoria
Jacqui Pocklington
Since AMSA’s inception, the membership of the
Victorian Branch has grown considerably. We know
have over 132 Victorian student and professional
members. The AMSA Victoria branch has had a strong
and vibrant history as part of the AMSA community
with 16 Foundation members (from 1962) being
Victorians: A.W. Beasley, P.E. Bock, J.M. Bowler,
A. Butcher, S.C. Ducker, J. J. Fryer, E.D. Gill, A. D.
Gilmour, R. C. Glenie, T. B. Gorman, D. D. Lynch, H.
J. MacPherson, I. R. Price, J. A. Talent, D. J. Taylor, J.
E. Watson. In addition to many Victorian members
serving on the national council, we’ve had 4 national
presidents: A. Gilmour, L. Hammond, J. Sherwood and
A. Boxshall. This strength of marine knowledge and
leadership within the Victorian Branch has, and will
continue, to strengthen local, state and national marine
science and policy.
The Victorian Branch acknowledges the success
of AMSA’s past annual conferences and meetings.
Seven of these national conferences have been held
in Victoria over the past 50 years, including the 1967
meeting in Geelong where the first AMSA Student
Prize was awarded to John Lucas who gave a paper
from his honours research at the University of Western
Australia on the “Adaptations of the larval stages of the
crab genus Halicarcinus to estuarine and freshwater
environments”. It seems poignant that the next AMSA
conference to be held in Victoria in 2015 will also be in
Geelong, where we will once again showcase innovative
marine research against a backdrop of Port Phillip Bay.
Since the early 1960’s universities, museums and
government led programs have developed significantly.
Without the vision and cultivation of marine programs
the marine environment in Victoria may be in a very
different state to what it is today. Along with hosting
national conferences, the Victorian Branch regularly
hosts student development events. The aim of these

An important part of AMSA Victoria’s history are
our regular meetings and seminars, which have been
hosted since the committee first met on the 2nd March
1964 to hear Sidney Holt’s address on the ‘International
Biological Program’. Official bi-monthly meetings
began on the 2nd April and were planned for the first
Thursday of the respective month (nowadays it’s usually a Wednesday). These seminars keep the Victorian
marine research community together and involved in
important discussions. Such important local issues for
AMSA Victoria include the technical reporting of the
Port Phillip Survey, progression of Victorian marine
parks and reserves in the 1980s, and more recently the
loss of many Victorian government fisheries research
positions.
A trawl (no pun intended) through the older
editions of the AMSA bulletin for some of our history
has revealed some exciting and surprising finds. One
of these finds from 1968 was an advertisement for 3
Victorian marine positions with what was known as
the Fisheries and Wildlife Department. This was for
the first stage of the comprehensive Port Phillip Bay
Environmental study which ran from 1968-1971, then
again in 1992, interspersed with the 1977 Port Phillip
Coastal survey. The surprising part was that the wage
discrepancy between male and female staff in the
1968 ad was listed front and centre as “female rates are
$A426 less than the corresponding male rates” (93%
of the top rate advertised for males), it certainly raised
a few eyebrows to those of us in the next generation,
and would no doubt cause a serious stir in today’s job
market. Another highlight uncovered in past bulletins
was that marine science in Victoria has consistently
involved practitioners from universities, government,
museum and consultancies working together. In addition to those listed above, there were some significant
marine science studies undertaken in Victoria over
the past 50 years, including the National Museum Port
Phillip Survey (1957-1963), Westernport Bay Environmental Survey (1973-74), the Gippsland Lakes Survey
(1977), and the Port Phillip Bay Invasive Species study
(1999). Despite continued research efforts across the
entire coastline and on a range of habitats and species,
these landmark studies still serve as both baselines and
often current resources for the understanding of the
Victorian marine environment due to their comprehensive nature. In the most recent decade we have seen
an increase in attention towards marine conservation.
Of the 30 Marine Protected Areas in Victoria that
cover 11.7% of the state’s marine and coastal waters,
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5.3% of these include Victoria’s Marine National Parks
and Sanctuaries (declared in 2002) which have the
highest possible level of protection (no-take).
The AMSA Victorian Branch would like to thank all
those who have contributed to the outstanding success
of the association since the 1964. Thank you for the last
50 years and we look forward to the future for further
successes.

AMSA South
Australia
Scoresby Shepherd, Maylene
Loo, Sam Taylor and Shea
Cameron
Following the formation of AMSA national, with
the first meeting of AMSA-SA on 28th February 1964,
inaugural convenor Bryan Womersley steered the
community though rapid development during the
1960s and 1970s. Over the next decade, and under
the guidance of subsequent convenors Jill Kennedy
(1968-70), Scoresby Shepherd (1971-73) and John
Noye (1974-75), the foundations were laid for a very
successful and connected network of marine scientists.
During the 1960s, geologist Reg Sprigg became
interested in diving and with Scoresby Shepherd
carried out seafloor surveys of Gulf St Vincent and
Investigator Strait from 1963 till 1969. The surveys
used early diving gear and a homemade diving bell,
which is currently being restored by volunteers. From
time to time, students went on-board his research boat
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SAORI for training. Meanwhile, at the University of
Adelaide, Ifor Thomas and Stan Edmonds, both world
authorities on worms in Zoology Department, supervised many PhD students such as John Ottaway, John
Lucas and others. Over the same period, the legendary
Womersley worked in the Botany Department on his
monographs of benthic algae, and also trained numerous students.
In 1966, Rainer Radok established the Horace
Lamb Centre at Flinders University; he was to be
joined by John Bye and Peter Petrusevics, while John
Noye joined the Mathematics Department at Adelaide
University and Bob Culver the Engineering Department. In 1967, Mick Olsen was appointed Director of
Fisheries, and was joined in the 1970s by John Johnson,
Heather Smith, Rob Lewis and Keith Jones. At the
South Australian Museum, John Ling, John Glover and
Wolfgang Zeidler were also involved in marine studies.
In the early 1970s Geoff Lennon (oceanography) took
over from Rainer Radok at Flinders University, and
Dennis Stefensen worked in SA Water. All were active
members of AMSA-SA.
A great boost was granted to the burgeoning branch
membership when Reg Sprigg was elected national
AMSA President in 1969. In that year, a field camp was
held at Coobowie, an Adelaide University field station
on Yorke Peninsula, and Reg sailed there in SAORI.
Students were introduced to oceanographic studies,
and marine specimens collecting in daily excursions
offshore.
Also in 1969, South Australia hosted the national
AMSA conference for the first time. The meeting was
held at Kingscote on Kangaroo Island, and some 30
people attended from around Australia. The presidential address by Reg Sprigg is considered outstanding
for its prescience, especially in retrospect more than
forty years later. Referring to man’s first foot-fall on
the moon as an indicator of advancing technology,
he discussed the stupendous problems now facing
mankind – overpopulation, creeping starvation
etc – and the increasing relevance of marine science
in aquaculture, petroleum exploration, and fisheries,
among other notable issues.
Other prominent early AMSA-SA members were
Bob Baldock, Brian Brock and Elizabeth Gordon-Mills.
These and others transferred their membership to
ASPAB after its formation. However they were still
prolific authors of marine-related material.
South Australia has hosted four national AMSA
conferences to date, these being in 1969 (Kangaroo
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Island), 1980 (Glenelg, Adelaide), 1989 (Wirrina) and,
most recently, in 2009 at the Adelaide Convention
Centre. Attracting hundreds of marine scientists from
around Australia, the conference theme was ‘Marine
Connectivity’, and featured symposia on many of the
topics foreshadowed by the 1969 Sprigg oration.
There was a lapse in activities of the SA Branch in
the nineties until a relaunch of the branch on 14th
October 2005, in conjunction with a symposium on
Marine Science in South Australia. A full day program
was held with presentations from Marine Innovations
South Australia, The University of Adelaide, Flinders
University of South Australia, SARDI Aquatic Sciences,
PIRSA, South Australian Museum, CSIRO, SA Water,
Department for Environment and Heritage, Whale
and Dolphin Conservation Society, Environmental
Protection Agency and National Oceans Office. Over
a hundred people attended this event and heralded the
start of AMSA-SA playing a pivotal role in providing a
forum for marine science discussions in SA.
In 1969, Reg Sprigg had said: “Educational standards in marine science and technology require continual upgrading in keeping with advancing industrial
needs, and in improving understanding of the marine
environment”. At the relaunch, a new Branch Committee was elected, which recognises the importance
of this statement and continues to support marine
students and research in 2013 and into the future. The
SA Branch has consequently held an annual symposium, film nights and student workshops to benefit
local active members and to provide opportunities for
interactions among students, researchers and managers
of marine science in SA. AMSA-SA continues to plan
new events in 2013.

AMSA Western
Australia
Claire Smallwood
In this Jubilee issue of the Bulletin we have the
opportunity to reflect on the history of AMSA WA.
This has been a very interesting project to undertake
and I would like to thank all those AMSA WA
members I consulted to obtain the information in this
article, especially Anne Brearley, Di Walker and Fred
Wells. It should also be noted this is a brief account of
the history of AMSA WA, and there are many people,
contributions and activities that couldn’t be mentioned.
Historical Events
AMSA held its formative meeting in late 1962 and
by mid-1963 was established with 130 members, of
which 7 were from Western Australia (Bernard Bowen,
Graham Chittleborough, Ray George, Ernest Hodgkin,
Ken McKenzie, Richard Slack-Smith and Gordon
Smith). The first meeting of the AMSA WA Branch

Adelaide, South australia
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was also convened in 1963 by Ernest Hodgkin and it
was agreed that regular meetings should be held and
would, “…provide a forum for discussions on subjects
of general marine interest”. In these early beginnings
membership of AMSA WA was drawn primarily from
the University of Western Australia, CSIRO, the Western Australian Museum and Fisheries Department.
Considering the small number of marine scientists, a
wide variety of research was being already undertaken
in Western Australia, including work on estuaries,
ecology and geology well as commercially fished
species such as crayfish, tuna, abalone and whales.
By 1967, AMSA WA had more than 20 members
and Ernest Hodgkin was Vice President on National
Council. The first ever student prize was awarded
at the National Conference in Geelong in this same
year and was won by John Lucas, a student from the
University of Western Australia. AMSA WA hosted
the 1968 national conference at the University of
Western Australia and, with a program that involved
both scientific and industry orientated sessions. It was
one of the largest conferences that had been held up
until that date, with over 130 attendees. An 11-year
study on humpback whales by Graham Chittleborough
was being conducted during this time which led to an
increased understanding on their biology and migration while also raising concerns about the sustainability
of this fishery.
In the 1970’s AMSA WA was continuing with its
strong membership and roles on National Council
were held by Bob Black, Rod Lenanton, Barry Wilson
and Ernest Hodgkin. The Branch was also becoming
even more active, with written submissions on a
number of issues. Such activities included a letter to the
Chairman of the Environmental Protection Authority
applauding the objectives of the recently released
report entitled ‘Conservation Reserves in Western
Australia’ which aimed to conserve examples of the
principal environmental and scenic variety in WA.
AMSA WA continued to grow in terms of the
breadth of membership in the 1980’s, with more
universities and agencies such as Murdoch University,
Curtin University and Department of Conservation
and Environment (now Department of Environment
and Conservation) becoming involved with the
Branch. Some AMSA WA Branch meetings attracted
up to up to 45 attendees. WA was represented on
National Council during this period at various times
by Paddy Berry, Mike Borowitzka, Graham Chittleborough, Chris Crossland, Jorg Imberger, Roger
Lethbridge, Arthur McComb, Alan Pearce, Di Walker
and Fred Wells. Chris Crossland and Roger Lethbridge
also held the position of AMSA WA President during
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this time. One point made in a Branch meeting in
1985 which members would still find relevant today
was a comment on “…the pressures from the growing
number of issues on which AMSA WA was being asked
to comment.” The National Conference was again held
in Western Australia in 1983, this time in Mandurah.
The program covered a wide variety of topics
including; physical oceanography, ecosystem analysis,
geophysics, marine sedimentation and population
ecology amongst others. The eutrophication of the
Peel-Harvey Estuary was of great concern at the time
and there was much discussion about this issue during
the conference.
By the early 1990s there were 145 AMSA members
in WA. Representation on National Council during
this period included Anne Brearley, Alan Butler,
Ron Gough, Hugh Kirkman and Iva Stejskal. Hugh
Kirkman, Iva Stejskal and Fred Wells all held the post
of AMSA WA President during this decade. Patricia
Mather, who began her illustrious career in WA, was
awarded the Jubilee Award in 1992 at the National
Conference, which was again held in Mandurah. The
AMSA WA Honours Prize night also had its inaugural
year in 1992, and was won by Anne Brearley from the
University for Western Australia for her presentation
on isopods on seagrass. Another big event for AMSA
WA was the 8th international marine biological
workshop, which was held in 1996 for two weeks on
Rottnest Island. This workshop followed on from
similar events in 1988 (Albany), 1991 (Rottnest Island)
and 1994 (Houtman Abrolhos Islands) and intended
to increase the knowledge of the local area rapidly by
encouraging a group of scientists to work together in
the same locality for a short, but intensive period of
time.
The 2000s were another period of strong activity
within AMSA WA, with many activities such as
seminars, symposia and workshops on topics such
as algal identification and scientific writing. The now
annual Rottnest Island student workshop began in
2003 and was a great success, with 36 students braving
wild winter weather to travel by ferry to attend.
This event has become a standard feature on the
AMSA WA calendar and continues to offer fantastic
networking opportunities for undergraduate and
postgraduate students. Investment in research projects
associated with the Strategic Research Fund for the
Marine Environment, Western Australian Marine
Science Institution and Ningaloo Research Program
(amongst others) also created significant opportunities
for marine research in WA. There was still strong
representation from WA on the National Council with
Lynnath Beckley, John Keesing, Justin McDonald,
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Craig Styan and Fred Wells all taking on various roles.
Chari Pattiaratchi and Mike Van Keulen held the role
of AMSA WA President for the majority of this decade,
supported by a diverse and dedicated committee.
Arthur McComb, who spent much of his career at the
University of Western Australia and Murdoch University, received the Jubilee Award in 2002 at the National
Conference, which was held in Fremantle with the
theme of ‘Tropical Temperate Transitions’. Western
Australia also welcomed Loisette Marsh, who spent
many years working on echinoderms at the Western
Australian Museum, as a 40-year member.
Most recently, AMSA WA is recovering from the
very successful running of the 2011 National Conference, held in Fremantle with the theme of ‘Crossing
Boundaries’. The Branch currently has over 200
members drawn from a wide variety of agencies and
institutions. This diversity is highlighted by the fact
that current (and recent) committees have comprised
members from four universities, several government
agencies including the Department of Environment
and Conservation, Department of Fisheries and
Western Australian Museum along with marine
consultants from the private sector. Given this diversity
of membership and the passion for marine science,
AMSA WA has a very positive future.
Recent events
The annual AMSA WA Christmas Party was held
on the 5th December at Nedlands Yacht Club. This was
a successful event allowing for members to catch up
prior to the Christmas break, although numbers were
down on previous years (most likely due to the wild
weather that forced the postposing of the event by one
week at the last minute).
In January AMSA WA provided comment on the
Esperance and Recherche Parks and Reserves draft
management plan. There are about 850,000 hectares of
existing and proposed conservation reserves along the
coastal strip either side of Esperance, as well as offshore
islands, covered by this management plan.
Upcoming events
The annual Honours Prize Night will be held on the
15th May at the University of Western Australia. The
AMSA WA AGM will be held at the same venue prior
to this event.
The annual Rottnest Island Student Workshop
will be held on the 27 – 28th June. This event is being
co-ordinated by Pierre Bouvais and he should be

contacted at p.bouvais@ecu.edu.au for further information.

AMSA
Queensland
Dana Burfeind
AMSA was formed in May 1963 and it cost £1 for
an ordinary member and 10p for student members.
There were 27 foundation members from Queensland,
and the formation of a Queensland branch was first
mentioned in October of 1963. Initially members from
Queensland decided that it was not worth establishing
a separate branch because all of the business that
needed to be accomplished could be done at the annual
congress. Eventually with some arm-twisting from
AMSA National, AMSA Queensland was formed
in 1964. The first meeting was held in the Zoology
building at the University of Queensland on 24th of
June 1964 and Jack Greenwood was elected the first
chairman, with Tom Hailstone as the first secretary.
In fact, Jack Greenwood and Tom Hailstone had a
prominent leadership role through the birth and
rebirth of the many iterations of the Queensland and
South East Queensland branches over the years and
it is worth recognizing their roles as grandfathers of
AMSA in Queensland.
The geography of the state of Queensland, with
research centers historically around Brisbane and
Townsville, has posed a challenge in maintaining
a single Queensland Branch. This is evident in the
history of the branch shifting between a single branch
in the 60’s to the formation of separate South East
Queensland and North Queensland branches in
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1975, 1980, 1982, and again in 2000. Queensland
currently maintains active branches in both South East
Queensland and North Queensland.
One of the functions of the Queensland branch
has been to provide a forum for public seminars.
The first of these seminars was given by Professor W.
Stephenson on the 21st of September 1964 and was an
“Observations of biological teaching and research in
America”. It was specifically noted that the address was
illustrated throughout with with color transparencies.
In a report that was later published in the November
1964 AMSA Bulletin, Professor Stephenson also made
the following observation, “I suppose Australians as a
whole will now start chasing DNA (about 5 years out
of phase [with America]) and that if we wait another 5
years we scientists and wet-footed ecologists will just
be coming into fashion.”
AMSA members in Queensland played critical
roles in the formation research stations along the
Queensland coast. While many things have changed
since the early days of marine science, it is good to
know that some things have remained consistent over
the years. It was reported in the AMSA Bulletin in 1964
that one of the first groups of students were going to
Heron Island for a field trip “A party of senior students
from the University of New England is going to Heron
Island in August to taste the delights of a holiday on a
picturesque tropical Cay and to learn something of its
tropical fauna – probably in that order if students are
true to form.”
The Queensland branch hosted several workshops
working to bring together scientists working on the
many facets of science both on the reef and in Moreton
Bay. In northern Queensland AMSA members hosted
several workshops on the crown-of-thorns starfish
and on the formation of the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. In South East Queensland, workshops focused on
the importance of coastal wetlands and the ecology of
Moreton Bay. In 2005, the Queensland Branch hosted
Thirteenth International Marine Biological Workshop,
which resulted in the publication of three volumes
within the Memoirs of the Queensland Museum.
However, one of the greatest contributions that
AMSA in Queensland has made has been in supporting student members. This has involved hosting
several “Science in the Pub” events and careers in
marine science information nights. Additionally, the
Queensland branch has hosted postgraduate student
workshops in the early 2000’s and again in 2009 and
2010, with the most recent postgraduate workshop
drawing students in from Western Australia, South
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Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, as well as
Queensland.
Finally, Queensland has hosted 7 national conferences and we are proud to welcome you to AMSA’s
Golden Jubilee Conference July 7-11th.

AUSTRALIAN MARINE SCIENCES ASSOCIATION
INC
AMSA Council Meeting 19th November 2012,
09:00 – 16:00
Gold Coast Campus, Griffith University
Minute highlights
Welcome and apologies
Members present: Sabine Dittmann, Frances Michaelis,
Troy Gaston, Jason Everett, Jan-Olaf Meynecke, Anthony
Boxshall, Luke Hedge, Karen Miller, Arnold Dekker, Lynnath
Beckley, Gina Newton, Tim Lynch, Craig Styan, Kimberley
Millers.
Apologies: Paul Gribben, Emma Johnston
Sabine welcomed new members to the Council - Arnold
Dekker and Luke Hedge
Minutes and actions from last Council meeting
Minutes of the previous meeting from 1st July 2012 were
accepted. Proposed Sabine Dittmann, seconded Anthony
Boxshall. Action items were updated.
Council activities
President’s report
Report was circulated by email to Council prior to the
meeting. Proposed Lynnath Beckley, Seconded Tim Lynch
Secretary’s report
A summary of correspondence was provided. Most were
general email enquiries regarding advertising, membership,
job opportunities and state branch contacts.
OPSAG report
There has only been one OPSAG meeting since the
last Council meeting, in which Marine Nation 2025 and a
stakeholder workshop were the only matters for discussion.
The Marine Nation 2025 Discussion Paper was circulated to
Council for comment and AMSA will provide feedback and
input to the document. Council supports consolidated governance for marine science with direct links to ministers.
STA Aquatic Cluster report
Frances Michaelis reported to Council on key activities
of STA. She will be stepping down as STA Rep as the Aquatic
Cluster representation will rotate to the Australian Society
of Limnologists. Sabine Dittmann thanked Frances for being
the STA rep for AMSA.
SMP report
Tim Lynch reported on the Science Meets Parliament
event and has prepared a report to be included in the
Bulletin.
Review of AMSA Constitution

Chris Smalley has agreed to help with an update of the
AMSA constitution. The revised constitution should be ready
prior to the 2013 AGM.
Bulletin Editor’s report
Luke Hedge reported that the content for next Bulletin is
done. Council decided that the following issue would be The
Golden Jubilee edition. Luke Hedge has now taken over the
design layout and has been scoping alternatives for emailing
a contents page that links through to a web version for the
Bulletin. This can be incorporated into the website update.
Anthony Boxshall thanked Luke for his great work on the
Bulletin.
Archive
There has been a delay in processing archives because
archivist at CSIRO has retired, but access is being organised.
Lynnath Beckley raised the idea of creating an oral history of
AMSA.
Book review report
Two reviews have been sorted for the next Bulletin
edition and some other books due to be published soon will
be included in coming Bulletins.
Website redevelopment
Report of progress circulated to Council prior to the
meeting. Need to contact more agencies for expressions of
interest and finalise budget. Council discussed the need to
increase the budget for the website redevelopment.
Position paper updates
AMSA position papers have a five year lifetime. The
next one to be reviewed is Marine Pests. Sabine suggested to
consider additional position papers on climate change and
the changing science and education landscape.

Need to look at options to set up our own account for a
conference call system for teleconferencing. This should also
help reduce costs for travel associated with Council meetings.

AMSA business
Report on membership
Narelle Hall provided a report to Council. There has been
poor retention of members and Council needs to initiate a
strategy to chase up members who have lapsed.
New members
New member nominations - 13 professional and 16
students. Council accepted the new members. Proposed
Sabine Dittmann, seconded Anthony Boxshall
Treasurer’s report
Financial status is similar to the situation in July, but we
have still to spend allocated funds for Jubilee events and
the web redevelopment. Bulletin publication costs have yet
to be realised. Anthony Boxshall moved that the report be
accepted. Seconded Sabine Dittmann
Expenditure since last report
Ratification of expenditure since last report. Proposed
Anthony Boxshall, seconded Sabine Dittmann.
May need to look at capping individual costs associated
with Science Meets Parliament.
Financial Strategy
Accounts have been reorganised to maximise interest
earned and to retain access to funds for cash flow. All term
deposits will now mature simultaneously in May for consistency.
Deductible gift recipient status
Investigations currently on hold and will be updated for
next meeting.
Conference calls

Gold Coast 2013 (Kylie Pitt)
Budget & registration fees
Dr Kylie Pitt joined the Council for this agenda item. She
had sent an updated budget to Council prior to the meeting.
They have done some cost cutting based on numbers from
Hobart, in terms of catering and a cheaper bag. They need
to raise around $50K in sponsorship and already have half of
this. The budget includes an App to replace a printed conference booklet.
Tim Lynch thanked Kylie and indicated Council has
every confidence in the work she is doing in organising the
conference.
Other conference organising matters
A call for symposia has been sent out.
Kim Millers suggested early career researcher events
associated with AMSA conferences e.g. panel discussions
with post-docs, scientific writing/publishing workshops,
grant writing etc. Lynnath Beckley reported that the WA
branch just had a very good workshop by Thinkwell.
Student prizes
Craig Styan suggested the need to make the Ron Kenny
Prize more prominent/prestigious so that it doesn’t just blend
in with the other student prizes
Canberra 2014
A progress report was circulated by Gina Newton. A
meeting was held at Geoscience Australia to form a Canberra
branch of AMSA as well as to select a preliminary organising
committee. Two quotes have been received for the conference
organisation.

Jubilee activities
AMSA history revision
Presently, AMSA’s history has only been written from
1963-1984, which is available on the website. This needs to be
updated and Council discussed approaches to get the recent
history written up and included in the jubilee activities.
Special Bulletin edition
The Golden Jubilee edition of the Bulletin was outlined
by Luke Hedge and discussed by Council. These included
re-publishing first Bulletin editorial, past president’s reports,
student prize winners over the decades, development of
the AMSA membership; synopsis of conferences, etc. Gina
Newton obtained a quote for the jubilee seahorse magnet to
be mailed out with the Bulletin.
Jubilee event 10 July 2013
Council discussed the options for a separate event
covering 50 years of AMSA and agreed that there would be
a quiz night on the Wednesday night of the conference to
celebrate.
Conferences
Hobart 2012 final budget
Final surplus around $40K although the division between
AMSA and NZMSS is still to be finalised.
How to run a conference document
The “How to Run a Conference” document has been
updated following the Hobart Conference.
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Melbourne 2015
Kim Millers presented a proposal for AMSA Conference
to be held in Geelong in 2015. The Victoria branch has a
working committee underway for the conference. The venue
would be Deakin University
Sabine conveyed Council’s appreciation to Kim and Gina
for organising the upcoming conferences.
External matters
Scientific diving update
Rochelle Johnston is now the AMSA Scientific Diving
representative. She reported that there is now a group of
AMSA members liaising about diving issues.
National Marine Pest Biosecurity Strategy
Paul Gribben collated comments regarding this strategy at
very short notice to provide an AMSA submission.
Boating regulations (Proposed Regulations and Marine
Orders under the National Law)
Tim Lynch collated an AMSA submission regarding a
proposal for a national system of coxswain qualifications.
IMAREST
Lynnath Beckley reported on a recent meeting with
IMAREST, who want to send out a questionnaire to AMSA
members via AMSAlist. Council discussed that we would
want information to be made available to AMSA if we are to
do this.
AMSA State branches
QLD - Jan Olaf Meynecke indicated that a new Council
has been elected, but no activities have been organised.
VIC - Kim Millers reported that the current president
relocated to WA and there is an interim presidential team

(Prue Addison and Andrew Scardino). Prue will take on
the role full time next year. Jubilee celebrations at The Pier
are planned for March 2013 and to test out the place as a
function venue for conference.
ACT - Gina Newton reported that the new branch is
forming and they are planning for the 2014 conference.
TAS - Tim Lynch reported that there was a public lecture
by Walter Munk. Plans for a movie event/quiz night were
underway and Mark Baird (president) is compiling the
history of Tas AMSA. The Tas Council has had a planning
meeting.
NSW - Luke Hedge reported on the Three Minute Thesis
competition at Sydney Aquarium, and a function at SIMS is
planned for the middle of July.
SA - Sabine Dittmann reported on the annual symposium
held in October. Stephen Madigan was re-elected as president
at the AGM
WA - Lynnath Beckley indicated there would be a
committee meeting next week. There have been student
workshop on Rottnest Island, the Thinkwell afternoon &
evening sessions for students and professionals. A Christmas
party is planned.
NT - (Karen Edyvane via Sabine Dittmann). A meeting
has been held to reinvigorate the branch. Ed Butler will be
the president.
Other business
Sabine thanked Kylie Pitt for organising the venue for the
Council meeting and Jan Olaf for organising the catering.
Meeting closed 5:00pm

Christmas is over and the season of free handouts is finished. The council of AMSA
has asked me to remind those 124 members who are in arrears (at date of writing for
164-65), that if their subscriptions are not brought up to date, this will be the last
issue of the Newsletter they will receive and their names will be removed from the list
of members. Fourteen names have already been written off. For your guidance, the annual
subscription of £1 for Ordinary and £5 for Corporate Membership becomes due each year
on July 1 and should be sent to the honorary treasurer.
A number of overseas institutions with interest in marine sciences have written and
requested to be on our mailing list, as they think the Newsletter is a good method of
keeping up with events in Australia. This is gratifying to the Association and means
that matter in our newsletter is now reaching a much wider reading public than was, at
first, envisaged. This is an added reason for each member to make sure that news of his
or her research reaches the editor, for inclusion in the quarterly publication. The matter
is assembled for each Newsletter about one month before it actually reaches you. Ideally,
it should appear in February, May, August, and November so closing dates are about one
month before this.
Elizabeth Pope
Inaugural Bulletin Editor, 1964
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AMSA’s mission is to advance marine sciences in Australia. The basic object of AMSA is to promote, develop and assist in the study of all
branches of marine science in Australia and, by means of publications, meetings, symposia and such other methods as may be considered
appropriate, to provide for the exchange of information and ideas between those concerned with marine science.
Membership is open to scientists or corporate bodies engaged in marine research, and to students of marine science approved by the Council of
the Association. AMSA aims to improve the public’s image of marine scientists and to forward their interest generally.
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